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InEjrift Doctoral program first of its kind
Clemson offers a Ph.D. program in healthcare genetics.
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Local landmark offers
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OPINIONS

"The lesson here
is clear. We've
got to be better
watchdogs. "
-STAFF EDITORIAL
ON SEX SCANDALS

Clemson University soon will be the
home of the first health care genetics doctoral program in the country.
The Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools approved the program this
month after the University received approval
from the Commission of Higher Education
in January to officially institute the doctoral
program.
The project has been in the works for
three years, the result of a joint brainstorm
between the School of Nursing and the staff
of the Commission on Higher Education.
Both departments hoped to find a way to
incorporate genetics in healthcare at a high
level of education.
The project then advanced to become
the first interdisciplinary healthcare genetics
degree program.
The initiators of the program have
received national recognition for fulfilling
the need of a necessary doctoral program.
A degree in healthcare genetics is unique
in that it incorporates the expertise from
many disciplines while bringing together sci-

entists and health care providers' efforts to
make medical treatment meet its potential.
""The focus of the program will involve
laboratory research to translate information from 'bench to bedside', interventionist
with a patient, community and/or population
focus, and bioethics/policy development,"
said doctoral coordinator Dr. Julia Eggert.
The program will operate from the School
of Nursing but will incorporate other university resources on and off campus like the
Greenwood Genetics Center, Bon Secours
St. Francis Health System and the University
of Iowa.
The program will receive support from its
partners, which include the Strom Thurmond
Institute, Clemson University Genomic
Institute, the Eugene T. Moore School of
Education, and the departments of biochemistry, genetics, political science and psychology. AnMed Health, Oconee Memorial
Hospital, Palmetto Baptist Hospital and
Cannon Memorial Hospital have also signed
on to contribute to the program.
The doctoral coordinators expect applicants from fields such as nursing, pre-med,
biology, biochemistry and genetics.
see PHD page A6
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Residence halls
go green
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Buildings save energy and environment.

Tigers have won six out
of seven games and look
to continue their winning
ways against Maryland.

The Tiger dominates
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Newspaper wins top honor at SCPA.

TIMEOUT

MELISSA WHITSON

"10,000 B.C." meets the
audience's expectations
with its special effects
and prehistoric action
sequences.
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The Tiger Newspaper staff takes a break from production night to pose for a
group photo.
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The Tiger newspaper represented Clemson well at this year's South
Carolina Press Association (SCPA)
awards, being named number one university weekly or daily media publication.
In addition to beating the University
of South Carolina's Daily Gamecock and
Winthrop University's The Johnsonian
to receive best overall, The Tiger staff
earned several other honors, placing
within the top three in 11 of the 13
categories and receiving five first place
awards.
Former News Editor Jennifer
Salane's "Out of Gas?" feature took
home second prize in the best feature story category while current News
Editor Melissa Whitson received a third
place award in the best news story
category with an article on the uses of
Facebook applications.
In the sports story category, former

section editor Eric Sprott's story on
last year's spring football game was
awarded third place.
Liz Hunter earned first prize in the
arts and entertainment category with a
story titled "Clemson ranked number
one jock school." Hunter also received
a second place award in the column
category.
Editor in Chief Caroline Rash said
she is pleased with the awards The Tiger
earned. "Winning SCPA overall and in
so many individual categories is the
result of many late nights, great staff talent and a supportive advising staff," she
said. "I am excited, but not surprised,
that Clemson surpassed schools with
full journalism programs."
The Tiger made a particularly
impressive showing in photography in
which staff members took home all three
of the category's awards.
Photo Editor Brian Schneider's picture of the U.S. Olympic rowing team
won the top award, while Hunter and
see SCPA page A7

The Greek Quad is just one of the structures on campus that aids the
environment.

WHITNEY FARROW
STAFF WRITER

Clemson is riding the wave of
environmentalisim by beefing up
it's Solid Green Campaign,.
One of the recent adjustments
is "green" housing. Clemson is
part of the U.S. Green Building
Council's program Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED). LEED certification means that a building meets
all the requirements for being
environmentally responsible, and
that it is a healthy and safe place
to live.
When a building is LEEDcertified it conserves energy and
water, is safer and healthier for
residents, reduces harmful greenhouse gas emissions, lowers oper-

ating costs and demonstrates an
owner's commitment to environmental and social responsibility.
In 2005-2006, the Greek Quad
was renovated and now holds
LEED Silver Certification.
In June of this year, a master plan will be presented and
put into action. The plan will
include all the requirements for
improvement on campus and for
new buildings. Any new building
constructed in the future on campus will meet the LEED Silver
Certification requirements.
This is something that the
Clemson board of trustees has
committed to and plans to follow
through with.
There have also been experiments with other existing housing
see CREEN page A6
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Enjoy writing? Want to be published weekly?
Do you want to write for The Tiger?
Contact thetigernewsl@gmail.com
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Annual pageant crowns winner
Miss Clemson contestants compete for good cause.
JENNIFER SALANE
STAFF WRITER

For many students, March is a month of midterms, Spring
Break and the anticipation of summer's arrival. But for some,
this time of year holds one of the biggest moments of their college careers — the Miss Gemson University pageant.
With a full house, the 2008 Miss Clemson University pageant was held on Saturday, March 8 in Tillman Auditorium.
There were 12 contestants representing various organizations.
Prior to the pageant, on Saturday, March 1, pageant contestants competed in private interviews with judges.
This annual pageant, organized by the Clemson Mortar
Board, a senior-level honor society, is conducted based on
fundraising. The proceeds made from the pageant are donated
to a charity of Mortar Board's choice.
The 2008 pageant co-directors, Sarah Cross, Nicole
Goodrich and Heather Hall, are each members of Mortar
Board and wanted to work with the 2008 pageant after gaining
experience with the event in the past.
Each pageant contestant is responsible for selling $400
worth of advertisements. The top two sellers of advertisements were Laura Sneed and Ashley Martin.
Other winners include Miss Congeniality Maddie
Stoddard, third runner-up Kinsley Poore, second runner-up
Ashley Martin and first runner-up Adrienne Young.
Interview, talent and Miss Clemson University 2008 winner is Brooke Eaves.
"I wanted to become Miss Clemson University because
I love Clemson and I was excited about the opportunities I
would have as Miss Clemson University," Eaves said.
Aside from the responsibility of selling advertisements
outside of rehearsal, the amount of time that contestants actually put in to each rehearsal is critical.
"The biggest challenge for the girls is probably the time
commitment," Cross said. "We met once a week for several
months. They are always practicing their talent, preparing for
interviews and selling advertisements to be done."
Many contestants are involved in a number of organizations on campus, so a typical day for the girls during pageant
season can get hectic.
"Between classes, organization meetings, practicing their
talents and Tuesday pageant rehearsals, they stay busy," Cross
said.
Eaves, a freshman studying pre-professional health studies, was Miss Myrtle Beach High School 2006 and competed
in the Miss South Carolina pageant last summer.
She plans to compete in the 2008 Miss South Carolina

HERE SHE IS Judges awarded Brooke Eaves this year's title.

pageant this year at the Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium
on July 5.
"I was extremely excited to win the talent award because
I worked very hard on my tap routine and it was the first time
that I performed this dance," Eaves said. "It would be wonderful to have the support of my fellow Clemson Tigers as I
compete for Miss South Carolina."
She is a member of the philanthropy committee on
Freshman Council, the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Delta
Zeta Sorority, Alpha Lambda Delta and Feel Good.
Eaves hopes to start a Backpack Buddies program at
Clemson, a program she started in her hometown of Myrtle
Beach, S.C.
The Backpack Buddies program is designed to feed children on the weekend who are food insecure, or that do not
usually have food on the weekend. According to Eaves, the
project has been successful in Myrtle Beach so far, and she
hopes to implement in Clemson with success, too.
After being crowned Miss Clemson University 2008,
Eaves threw the first pitch at a Clemson baseball game,
something she said was most challenging during the pageant
process.
For those interested in competing in the Miss Clemson
University pageant in the future, Eaves offers one piece ot
advice.
"Be yourself and have fun," Eaves said. "It is so important
to be true to yourself."
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4-bedroom, 4-bath condos

Pet-friendly • Only 2 miles from campus • 24-hour manned & gated entrance
Only 4 minutes from Highpointe to the Hendrix Center
• Lagoon style pool
• Entertainment lounge
• Lazy Lagoon River
with HD television
> 7-acre park for all types
• Study/lounge areas
of activities
• Wireless Internet access
• Outside speaker system - Future walking/hiking trails
around pool
• Beach area adjacent to
• All condominiums preLake Hartwell
wired for security system • Shuttle service provided
• Large fitness center
• Previous projects have sold out before completion of construction
• Limited number of investors guaranteed rent of $1,750 per month
for the first year

'Amenities, designs & pricing are subject to change without notke.

Developed by:

# TOM WINKOPP
Developing our community \ potential

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!
FOR SALES: 864.654.2200
FOR LEASING: 864.654.3333
www.highpointeofclemson.com
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There are few students today who
can afford higher education without
some type of financial aid or loan.
Clemson students are certainly not
exempt from this national trend as
the University's tuition is expected to
increase for next academic year.
Besides tuition, it seems that college students are asked for cash
at every turn on campus, including
questionable demands like the $45
"convenience" fee for paying tuition
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bills with a credit card. Textbooks
cost students hundreds of dollars but only sold for a fraction
of their purchase price a few
months later? How can someone
graduate without tens of thousands of dollars in debt?
The first step for any student
is to fill out the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)
annually. Although some students receive a monetary reward
after completing the lengthy and
complicated form, the government's financial aid must often
be supplemented by an amount
that may be unrealistic.
One problem with the FAFSA
form and government financial
aid process is that it is calculated
based on the average family budget from 1967. Although this figure is adjusted annually for inflation it does not take into account
the fundamental lifestyle differences between families now and
families more than four decades
ago.
It does not take into consideration cell-phone bills, rising prices in healthcare, gasoline prices rising far faster than
inflation which results in a painful increase in both heating and
transportation.
This means families and
students are forced to take on
expenses far higher than they
can realistically afford. Also, the
majority of the aid students do
receive from the government is in
loans.
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It is easy to see that the business of paying for college is a sea
of red tape and complex forms.
The process is made even
more arduous by the fact that
the majority of students entering
college today haven't dealt with
financial decisions bigger than
renting a limo for prom. Then
suddenly they are faced with a
slew of choices that could have
grievous effects on the financial
future of the rest of their lives.
One way to help lift the financial burden is a part-time job. U.S.
News recommends that students
work, but no more than 15 hours
a week.
This can earn students an
average of $2,000 per academic
year, and statistically students
who work this amount actually
have higher grade point averages.
Although working any more
than that can take time from academics and increase chances of a
student dropping out of school.
Another method of aquiring
funds for college is the plethora
of available private scholarships.
With high demand for this money
the best decision is to apply to as
many scholarships as possible
as early as possible since in this
situation the early bird usually
does get the worm.
The fact is, however, that
despite being a huge financial
burden, going to college is still
worth the cost.
Recent figures show that college graduates earn an average of
40 percent more than those who
have a high school diploma
only.
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WORLD AND NATIONAL NEWS
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Weekly World Update
National Report

World Report

■ On March 25, the Pentagon said the
IS. Defense Department accidentally
shipped ballistic missile components
to Taiwan. According to Air Force
Secretary Michael Wynne, four nosecone fuses for intercontinental ballistic
missiles were shipped instead of the helicopter batteries that Taiwan had requested. The fuses were shipped to Taiwan in
fall 2006 and kept in a warehouse. The
Taiwanese military informed the United
States last week about their presence on
the island. Ryan Henry, principal deputy
undersecretary of defense for policy,
said the parts were 1960s technology,
designed for use with Minuteman ballistic missiles.

■ A 2,000-mile journey through the
Ross Sea that ended Thursday, March
20, has potentially turned up several
new species, including as many as eight
new mollusks. The survey was part of the
International Polar Year program involving 23 countries in 11 voyages to survey
marine life and habitats around Antarctica.
Large sea spiders, jellyfish with 12-foot
tentacles, huge sea snails and starfish the
size of big food platters were found during a 50-day voyage, marine scientist Don
Robertson said. Robertson, a scientist
with NIWA, said that cold temperatures, a
small number of predators, high levels of
oxygen in the seawater and even longevity
could explain the size of some specimens.
According to Stu Hanchet, a fisheries scientist at New Zealand's National Institute
of Water and Atmospheric Research, the
discoveries must still be reviewed by
experts to determine if they are in fact
new. Beyond the discovery of new species,
scientists said the survey, which is the
most comprehensive to date in the Ross
Sea, turned up other notable finds such
as "fields" of sea lilies that stretched for
hundreds of yards across the ocean floor.
Robertson added that of the 30,000 specimens collected, hundreds might turn out to
be new species.

■ Under a settlement the state is proposing to prevent lawsuits, families
of those killed in the Virginia Tech
massacre would receive $100,000 each,
according to a victim's relative who
received a copy of the proposal. The
proposal would require all families to
agree and says the state can withdraw
the proposal if not enough parties do, the
family member said. Medical and counseling expenses would be provided to
the families of the 32 killed and dozens
of surviving victims. In addition to the
$100,000 payments to each of the families of those killed, another $800,000
would be reserved for the injured, with a
maximum of $100,000 to any person.
■ Researchers have found a new
technology for monitoring defibrillators is vulnerable to hacking and
reprogramming. Newer devices send
information on a patient to a bedside
monitor that then sends the data to a
doctor. In the model, transmissions from
the defibrillator to the bedside monitor
are not encrypted, allowing someone to
intercept the transmissions and retrieve
such data as the patient's birth date and
medical ID number. As the technology
spreads to more medical devices and as
the range of the devices' radio signals
increases, researchers predict patients'
data will face heightened risk. A FDA
spokeswoman acknowledged a hacker
could use specialized software and a
small antenna to intercept transmissions
from a defibrillator. But she said the
chance of that happening or of a defibrillator being maliciously reprogrammed
was "remote."
■ Isaac Baichu, a U.S. immigrationscreening officer, faces felony charges
for allegedly demanding and receiving
oral sex from a woman seeking a green
card. According to charging documents
filed in Queens County, N.Y., criminal
court, Baichu met with the woman and
her husband regarding her green card
application and initially told her there
were no problems but later called her and
said he wanted to meet with her alone to
"discuss matters." Upon meeting Baichu
grabbed the woman and forced her to
perform oral sex on him. The woman
told authorities "that she feared that if
she did not comply with the defendant's
demand ... the defendant would use his
position as a public servant to cause her
green card to be denied," according to
court documents.

■ On March 25, nearly 40 relief agencies serving Somalia said they could no
longer aid millions of Somalis, blaming
the existence of too many checkpoints,
danger that aid workers face and "a
lack of respect for international humanitarian law by all parties to the conflict" Problems cited include "administrative delays, restrictions or delays in movement of goods, targeting of humanitarian
workers and assets including the looting
of aid and carjackings, piracy [and] negative perception of humanitarian workers. A
statement signed by organizations including World Vision, Oxfam International
and Cooperative Assistance for Relief
Everywhere said, "the crisis engulfing
Somalia has deteriorated dramatically,
while access to people in need continues
to decrease." A World Vision statement
siad "numerous obstacles" prevent humanitarian aid from reaching all those in
need. Six aid workers have been killed in
Somalia since January 2008, World Vision
said, triggering some agencies to pull their
personnel from the country.
■ Animal handlers in China have developed a "sexercise" program designed
to encourage extinction-threatened
pandas to overcome low sex drives. The
program employs hip and pelvic-strengthening "dances" for male pandas and calls
for inexperienced pandas to watch their
older relatives make love in hopes that the
pandas will simulate what they observe.
The handlers, employed at the Chengdu
Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding in
the southwestern Sichuan province, hope
to encourage mating among the endangered animals. Keepers teach male pandas
a dance-like routine to strengthen the pelvic and hip area, and also to help boost the
animal's stamina. In the wild, pandas are
solitary animals, only mating in the spring.
Fewer than 1,600 giant pandas survive
in the wild, along the edge of the Tibetan
plateau in China.

News By Numbers
years of prison time that a jury sentenced Joshua Mauldin
to after putting his infant daughter in a microwave for up to
20 seconds, causing severe burns.

4,000
American casualties in Iraq as of Tuesday March 25.

100,000
dollars Toby Taylor posted for bail after being arrested for
killing his wife when he used electric shock to stimulate her
during sex.
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English 359: Theory and Practice of Humor. Analyze humor from Jonathan Swift to
Sarah Silverman. Create original humorous works which may be published in Clemson's
new humor publication The Rapscallion. Email jwarner@clemson.edu for more into.

New
Summer Internet Classes!

ud

Women's Studies 103:

Women in Global Persp
Summer I Prof. D. Perpich
Summer II Prof. A. Booher
Meets CCA Requirement

Need Physical Therapy'

3WK
CLEMSON

Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation
»Pre & Post-Operative
Rehab
• Orthopaedic Injury
Rehab
Custom Foot Orthotics
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Sport Conditioning
• Injury Prevention
Education
• Pool Therapy
13,000 square foot
state-of-the-art facility
located on
Hwy. 123 just a few miles
from campus

864»482*0085
www.csmr.org

Whether you were injured playing
intramurals or are recovering from a
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation
programs with state-of-the-art equipment
and advanced methods to return you to
your busy college life or sports arena.
Trust the best. We've been treating our neighbors in
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas
since 1994...
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Patrick Moore
CTV General Manager

:30

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
TUESDAY MARCH 18 TO TUESDAY MARCH 25.

seconds with...
Melissa Whitson: What do you
like about working for CTV?
Patrick Moore: The fun thing
is messing around. My major
is computer engineering, but I
want to go into broadcasting. So I
enjoy testing things out, building
things, solving problems and
watching movies.
MW: What changes have been
made to CTV recently?
PM: The first thing that changed
was my position. I came into this
spot in January of this year, and
since then we've become more
streamlined and organized. We're
also beginning to focus on live
events like Clemson's presidential
debate which we filmed and put
online.

•Available to Clcmson
undergraduates that
attended Oconee
County high schools
You will:
• Experience teaching,
research Si service
learning
• Engage in Creative
Inquiry
• Serve as a role model for
prc-college students
Interested parties contact
Cora Allard
(callara@clemson.edu) or
phone: 864-656-0721.
Office is located in G-19
Jordan Hall.

MW: What's with the War Room,
the Laser Room and the names of
CTV's computers?
PM: The War Room is CTV's
meeting room [named after the
War Room in the movie "Dr.
Strangelove"]. I'm not sure
why one room is called the
Laser Room. Maybe there used
to be lasers in it. And all the
Mac computers are named after
characters from "A Clockwork
Orange."

Clcmson University and SC LIFE Project faculty
have partnered with the School
District of Oconee County and the
/?
community to offer an opportunity
/ V^p—
tor Clcmson students from Oconee QTYI ■ -^S-r
County to participate in a commu' ■ ^.t/r^/
nity -based research project. This
^ /
multklisplinary project will explore
xSCUpt
the past, present and future of Oconee County
through investigating issues such as agricultural
practices (e.g., apple farming), natural and manmade resources, and textile industries (mills). All
the projects will be integrated into a multimedia
product (e.g., DVD, website) that will he available
to the Oconee County community. Clcmson
undergraduates will gain appreciation of extension, natural resources and the agricultural heritage of their home communities.

Students needed ASAP for Spring
Semester ($6.25/ hr). A 6-week
paid summer internship ($250/wk)
and Fall 2005 Creative Inquiry
class will be required. The project
will continue through May 2009.

Looking for a house to rent?

Your search is over!
Slann Properties:
- specializes in rental homes that are close
to campus (from 1/4 to 3 miles)
- has 2,3 and 4 bedroom rentals available
in May and August
- includes a washer and dryer and a
dishwasher in all houses
- treats you with respect and focuses on
keeping you happy
Check out our web site and
make an appointment to see
a home today.

SLANN

PROPERTIES

March 25
5:00 a.m., Disregarding a stop sign/Improper display of
license plate, Ravenel Rd., Officer: Carroll.

MW: What does CTV have
planned for the future?
PM We're planning a news show
called "Orange Alert," and we
still have the movies going on.
We also might start filming club
sports.

"Apples to Water"
A Community -Based
Research Project

shelley@slannproperties.com
408 College Ave Clemson, SC 29631
www.slannproperties.com
#
654-1007

ARRESTS

MW: What opportunities are
available for interested students,
and how can they get involved?
PM: The easiest way is to come
to our meetings on Wednesday
nights at 6:30 p.m. in the War
Room [on the third floor of
Hendrix]. We'll talk and figure
out where you can fit in once you
learn the ropes.

CRIME REPORT
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
TUESDAY MARCH 18 TO TUESDAY MARCH 25.

March'zi
2:05 a.m., DUI, SC-93 at Pine St., Officer: Cahill.

March 23
1:30 p.m., Burglary, 636 Johnstone Hall, Officer: Cassell.

March 24
8:15 a.m., Grand Larceny, Jordan Hall, Officer: Henriksen.
5:12 p.m., Petty Larceny, Mcfadden Building, Officer:
Stevens.

MW: What about adding foreign
language programs to CTV's
programming?
PM: We don't have any mostly
because we're still working on
getting English programming. If
someone had an idea for it, we'd
be open to it, but right now we
don't have the man-power.

TIGER
BRIEFS
A Global Talk Information session is being held by The Peace
Corps on Wednesday, April 2. Caleb Judy, a returned volunteer, will
be speaking about his experiences working as an agroforestry extension agent in rural Mauritania. The event will last from 4-5:30 p.m.
and will take place in 413 Daniel Hall.
On April 3, The Utsey Chamber Music Series will presents
violinist Stefan Milenkovich. A child prodigy, Milenkovich performed with his first orchestra at the age of five. He won the grand
prize at the Jaroslav Kozian International Violin Competition at age
seven. At the age of 10, Milenkovich was invited to perform for
President Ronald Reagan at the annual White House Christmas Show.
Milenkovich has performed in more than 30 countries. The performance will start at 8 p.m. and is free to all.
On March 19, the Clemson University International Center
for Automotive Research (CU-ICAR) announced Mazda North
American Operations, headquartered in Irvine, Calif., will be the
first Asian Original Equipment Manufacturer to partner with
CU-ICAR. The Mazda Foundation will provide an initial pledge of
$30,000 to CU-ICAR for the Mazda Annual Graduate Fellowships
program. The fellowships are performance-based and renewable for
up to three years for a potential total of $90,000. In addition, the
company will donate a CX-7 crossover SUV, drive trains, sub-assemblies and other components to be used as learning tools by Clemson
students and faculty. As part of the agreement, three $10,000 fellowships will be provided to graduate students majoring in automotive
engineering.
On April 3, CCIT will host the Cyberinfrastructure
Colloquium with guest speaker Larry Smarr who will talk
about how the OptlPuter is transforming scientific research.
Smarr became founding director in 2000 of the California Institute
for Telecommunications and Information Technology (Calit2), a
UCSD/UCI partnership. For the previous 15 years as director of the
National Center for Supercomputing Applications and the National
Computational Science Alliance, Smarr helped drive major developments in the planetary information infrastructure: the Internet, the
Web, scientific visualization, virtual reality and global telepresence.
In 2006 he was presented with the ESRI Lifetime Achievement Award
and received the IEEE Computer Society Tsutomu Kanai Award for
distributed computing systems achievements.
The Clemson Linux User Group will host it's eighth
TigerLAN, Clemson's only biannual gaming tournament, on
March 29. The event will include music, movies and prizes for
attendees and tournament winners. The competition will be held in
Hardin Auditorium and cost $5. Tournament listings and discussion
are available at http://www.tiger-lan.net. Questions should be sent to
Ross Squires at squire2@clemson.edu.

"We have not been able to break away
from the mass consumption society."
-TSUYOSHI KAWAKAMI, spokesman
for Japan's Environment Ministry, announcing
plans to cut the amount of garbage the country produces by 60 percent by 2015.
"/ think we all know now the seeding
doesn 't mean anything."
-JAY WRIGHT, Villanova head coach,
after his team advanced to the NCAA Sweet
16.
"I never expected to hear he would be
electrocuted, that something so senseless happened to him. "
-CHERYL HARRIS, whose son, Staff
Sgt. Ryan Maseth, died after being electrocuted while showering at his barracks in
Baghdad.
"It's so brutal in a way, so filled with rage
and anger."
SARAH JESSICA PARKER, on being
voted by Maxim magazine as 2007's "UnSexiest Woman Alive."
"If they do not surrender their arms, the
law will follow its course."
NURI AL-MALIKI, Iraqi Prime
Minister, giving Shi'ite militiamen 72 hours
to lay down arms as they clashed with Iraqi
and U.S. troops for a second day in Basra.

On this day in

History
1483 - Raphael, painter and architect of the Renaissance era, was born
in Urbino, Italy.
1797 - Nathaniel Briggs of New
Hampshire patented an early version
of the washing machine.
1885 -The United States Salvation
Army was officially organized.
1939 - The Spanish Civil War ended
when Madrid was conquered after
three years of battle.
1979 - A nuclear meltdown occurred
at the Three Mile Island plant in
Pennsylvania when a pump in the
reactor cooling system malfunctioned.
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GREEN yrom page A7
to see how the "greening" process will help.
The Thornhill Village duplex at 118 Mills Road was one of these
experiments.
"The major renovations included a solar water heater, solar vent fans
for the roof, tubular sky lights, new low-E windows, new insulated front
and back doors, new all weather glass doors on the front, new low VOC
carpet, vinyl, paint, new low-use water faucets and toilets, new programmable thermostats, and new recyclable furniture and mattresses, and 38R
blown-in fiberglass insulation in the attic, to name a few," explains Gary
Gaulin, the Associate Director of Clemson Residential Facilities Projects.
All of the renovations were done for a grand total of $30,000, $10,000
coming from Sustainable Universities Initiative with another $10,000 from
vendors.
The Thornhill Village project was also completed in 2005 in addition
to the Greek Quad renovations.
Because of the changes to the Thornhill Village duplex there has been
a one-third total savings on utilities such as natural gas, electricity and
water.
Clemson has become a university dedicated to being more environmentally-friendly and students have responded positively to the changes
being made.
Sophomore Lindsey Howard said, "Going green is a great step for
improving our environment, and each little change that a big university or
business makes can help in a huge way."
Some other goals of the Solid Green Campaign concerning new buildings on campus are not to oversize or build unnecessarily.
They also want to recycle construction and demolition debris, to use
more environmentally-friendly building materials and products and to
protect natural areas from development in order to preserve green space
on campus.
A lot of hard work, planning, and state-of-the-art designing is being
implemented to make Clemson more efficient, environmentally-friendly
and to keep it beautiful and green.
More information on the plans for campus can be found at the Clemson
Web site under "housing" and "living green."

Destination...The Citadel
Summer School
Relaxing academic atmosphere
Flexible enrollment
Transferable credits
Day and evening class times
Degree and certification programs
Undergraduate and graduate courses
Located in Charleston, SC

jr.is

PHD from page Al
Initially the doctoral program will admit six students, but additional
qualified applicants will be considered on a need basis.
The program is expected to grow to allow 20 students over the next
four years.
Recipients of the degree will be prepared for careers as university
faculty and in hospitals as well as in the research and pharmaceutical
industry.
"There are many other employment possibilities that we cannot even
envision because the 'genetics revolution' is just beginning," said Eggert.

Register today for Maymester and Summer School.
Call (843) 953-5089 or visit www.citadel.edu/graduatecollege for more information.

roperties

rton

"Apartment Living With a Personal Touch"
1. Heritage Riverwood- 1BR/1BA ($499-$525), 2BR/2BA ($610-$650)
2. Heritage Pointe - 1BR/1BA ($465), 2BR/1BA ($525)
CONTACT US:
Heritage Riverwood: 654-1130
4. Heritage Station - 1BR/1BA ($425 - includes water and sewer)
Heritage Hills: 653-5506
5. College Street- 1BR/1BA ($325-$365 + $25 for water/sewer)
Heritage Pointe: 653-7717
College Street: 654-1130
6. Westbank - 2BR/1BA ($420-$450)
Visit US
All other locations: 723-5914 ask for Lex
7. Wesley Street- 2BR/1BA ($450)
3. Heritage Hills - 1BR/1BA ($435), 2BR/1BA ($565) +$25 for poolside

8. Stone Ridge - 2BR/2BA ($475)

Online at: www.clemsonapartments.com

9. Vicksburg- 1BR/1BA ($395)
10. Old Central Road 1BR/1BA ($335)
11. Lindsay Road - 1BR/1BA ($355)
*A11 prices are per apartment and not per person
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Take a look inside before exploring outdoors
Local store provides variety of equipment for active lifestyles.
COHEN SIMPSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

When traveling down the College
Avenue portion of Highway 93 the
driver lacking an eye of inquisition may
quickly and easily dismiss Outdoor
Adventures.
With an exterior of a quaint wooden house and adorned with two distinctive canoes, most avid outdoor exhibitionists would be swift to dismiss the
establishment and move on to a larger
chain store.
However, with a closer look it
becomes apparent that there is much
more to this petite source of commerce
than first glance warrants.
Managed by Paul Mathis and
owned by Lee Hill, Outdoor Adventures
is a store with a smorgasbord of outdoor apparel. "We try to provide a
wide array of gear and trendy items,"
Mathis said. "We have a little bit of
everything."
Going into the store, the senses
are assaulted with a multitude of items
and colors. Peddling such brands as
"The North Face," "Costa Del Mar,"
"Mountain Hardware," "Choca" and
"Carhart," the local vendor has made
a notable effort to offer its consumer

base an all-inclusive selection - adding
quality and quantity.
What may come as a surprise to
few, particularly due to the fact that the
store sits adjacent to a college campus,
the top selling all seasonal item, not
even one used in extreme outdoor
excursions, is the Rainbow Sandal.
But, in actuality, the store offers an
assortment of goods and services that
are of particular interest to the outdoor
minded, attributing growth to both the
affordability and customer service factors of the business.
Canoes and kayaks rent for a rate
of $35 per day and all necessary equipment is included. And, adding a bit
more to the outdoor goodie grab bag,
currently all clothing sells at a rate of
25 percent off. As an added bonus,
consumers can also purchase special
order items through the store from a
catalog.
Mathis, who graduated from
Clemson University in 2000 and
specializes in white water kayaking,
describes the business as a specialty
outdoor retailer. Members belonging to
the niches of kayaking, hiking, rafting,
backpacking, camping and rock climbing will face little obstacle in finding
desired equipment.

Outdoor Adventures was established in 1995 and was purchased by
current owner Lee Hill in 1998. Hill
himself is no novice to the great outdoors, fully completing the Appalachian
Trail or, by more popularized terms,
the A.T. No easy feat, the A.T is a hiking extravaganza approximately totaling 2,174 miles and stretching from
Georgia's Springer Mountain to Mount
Katahdin in Maine.

Employing what Mathis deems
word of mouth, advertising for the
store, which in the past sponsored the
Tame the Tyger River Race, predominately takes the form of gab and distribution of print material.
For those looking to get involved,
the staff sponsors Roll Session kayak
practice at the Central-Clemson
Recreation Center on Tuesday nights
from 7 to 8 p.m. Practice is open to all

and allows a stab at the popular water
sport.
Outdoor Adventures is a business
that offers a motley collection merchandise geared toward the open-air
community. If you are middle aged and
just looking to get outside or a college
student in search of equipment or even
an intensive shopper with one particular item in mind, save a bit of gas and
visit your local Outdoor Adventures.

Graber Mini-Warehouses
864.972.9787
5x10 $25.00 Per Month
10x10 $40.00 Per Month

Other sizes available
THIS SIDE UP

SCPA from page Al
David Jarrett received second and
third places respectively for their
photographs.
"I think our staff did well," said
Schneider. "It shows that we have
a lot of quality work and a quality
paper."
The Tiger staff also swept the
specialty layout and design category
with Emily Sparr, Ashton Graydon
and Katie Fricks winning first, second and third place awards respectively.
"It's nice to get recognition for
all the hard work we've done," said
News Layout Editor Emily Callahan
who won first for front page layout
and design. "I hope that we can continue doing as good of a job as we've
always done."
Mike Haje represented The Tiger
in the humorous illustration or cartoon category, taking home the second place prize.
Current members of The Tiger's
senior staff credit the group's unique
synergistic effect for creating a paper
worthy of the SCPA awards earned
this year.
Interim Managing Editor Ross
Kucsera has made plans to perpetuate
The Tiger's success. "I have a competition in me," said Kucsera. "With our
dedicated staff, I hope to continue the
paper's trend of excellence."

For Sale
The Woodlands ofClemson
Clemson's premier student condo
community. 6000 SF clubhouse, 3
pools, fitness center, 24 seat movie
theatre, and more! 2,3,&4 BR units!
From the $130Ks

(ThE flac£ Jo (vhE KacE to

sftvEcaShj sftvEcaSh)
■■Si

All Inclusive Rent All Inclusive Rent
$380/montii for 4 Bed/Bath
$460/month for 2 Bed/Bath

$380/month for 4 Bed/Bath
$460/month for 2 Bed/Bath

includes: Free Internet, Free Cable and Free Water

'Includes: Free Internet, Free Cable and Free Water

www.monaghan-co.com
For showing call Neil @ 639-1188

For Sale
Become a real estate investor!
This Harts Cove 4 BR / 4 Bath unit is
located right next to the pool and
clubhouse and is leased till Aug '09.
It is rented for $1400 per month and
is managed by Advantage Property.
Asking $172,900
Call Neil® 639-1188
www.monaghan-co.com

Berkeley Place Berkeley Place
Apartments
Apartments
700 Berkeley Place Circle
Clemson, SC 29631
864-624-4500

•

www.myQwnapartinent.cojR

700 Berkeley Place Circle

Clemson, SC 29631
864-624-4500

www.myowflapartmeflt.com

©
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CLASSIFIEDS
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Creek Life
700 Lost fit Found
800Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
Reliable wait staff needed. Cross
Creek Plantation Clubhouse.
Contact Al Shadwick (864) 324-2003
or al@netmds.com.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
SAVE MONEY! Maine camp needs
fun loving counselors to teach all
land, adventure & water sports. Great
Summer! Call (888) 844-8080, apply:
campcedar.com
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them. www.AdCarClub.com
NOW HIRING- Pendleton Street
Grill. A new restaurant and bar in
Easley is now hiring nighttime waitstaff. We're located only 20 minutes
from campus. Please call (864) 8591200 (daytime) or (864) 419-1183
(nighttime). Ask for Louis.

200

FOR SALE

Presario xlOOO series Laptop: model
xl030us. Has centrino processor,
wireless & bluetooth. ATI mobility
Raedon 9200 card/motherboard not
working, no hard drive, but everything else works and laptop is in good
condition. Will provide the original
eds for laptop at no extra charge.
Good for spare parts or just some-

FEATURING:
I Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
Auburn
Boise State
Boston College
Brigham Young
Clemson
Connecticut
Duke
Florida
Florida State
Fresno State
Georgia
Gonzaga
Illinois
Kansas
Kansas State
Kentucky
Louisville
LSU
Marshall
Maryland
Miami
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Mexico
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Penn State
Pittsburgh
Purdue
South Carolina
South Florida
Tennessee
Texas
Texas Tech
Utah
Villanova
Virginia
Washington
Washington State
Wisconsin

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
u less

315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

thing to rebuild; this may be what you
need. Selling for $250 or better offer.
Call Lonita at (864) 858-4523 for
more information.
A set of 10,000 Watt HID's (Deep
Blue) for sale, comes with mounting
brackets and all wires. It is the HI
fitment, can go on a honda accord and
various other cars. Never used,
call (757) 675-2974.

250 AUTOMOTIVE
Big V Automotive.
1013 West Main Street, Central.
(864) 639-5000. Domestic and foreign repairs and mopeds.

300

FOR RENT

FOR RENT Pendleton 10 min from
CU, 3BR/1BA, 2nd sink & huge
vanity in Mstr, Den, nice Kit, Dining/Office, W/DAvailable 8/1/08, 3
people @ $240/mfh/per, Total rent
$720/mth, Call Carolyn @
(864)261-7710, Leave message.
House in Clemson. 3 BR/1 BA $825
per month. (864) 653-3512.
Rental house Pendleton. 3 BR/1 BA,
2nd sink & vanity. Available 8/1/08.
3 people $240/monfh/person.
Call (864) 261-7710.

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772

Payment Methods

Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com
Cash, Check

In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
CRAWFORD FALLS
and HIGHPOINTE FOR RENT
NEXT YEAR 2008-2009.
2 Condo's in Crawford Falls.
1 Condo in Highpointe.
New Development
Kim Drake (864) 246-9998.
Apartments for rent,
close to campus. 1 and 2 bedrooms
start at $335/month and up.
Call (864) 653-7717,
(864) 654-1130, (864) 710-3363
after hours.
2 BR / 2 BA condo overlooking
Lake Hartwell, Washer / Dryer,
beach & swimming, Quiet
Neighborhood, Pets OK, $640/month
*251 Webb Heights Circle,
Seneca, SC 29676
(864) 247-0604.
LAKE HOUSE FOR RENT
4 BR / 2 BA, Large Screened Porch,
Washer / Dryer, Private Dock.
7 miles from campus,
Only $ 900 per month.
Call (864) 653-6320.
Country Home for College Students.
Private area. 4 BR/3 BA, 2 fireplaces,
Mostly furnished. $1200/month,
utilities not included. Yard is
maintained. No pets.
Call (864) 304-2925.

Lake House on Hartwell with dock.
Beautifully furnished. Views of
campus over lake. 5 BR. No pets/ no
smoking. (404)579-0961.
Available August.
HARTS COVE UNIT FOR RENT
3 BR/3 BA - $ 1100 per Month. Second Story End Unit
Next to Clubhouse. Great Location
- Close to Campus.
Call (843) 290-5020
- Ask for Lidia.
Hart's Cove 3 BR/3 BA lakeside.
Available May, August or January.
$375/monfh/room. Call Nancy at
(864)525-0961.
2BR APT. In Converted Church.
2BR/1BA, Stain Glass, Pine Floors,
Close To Seneca/Clemson. NS/NR
Avail. Now. $465/mo. & Deposit.
Ap/ref Required.
David (828) 273-3765.
University Place near campus
and downtown, 4 BR - 2 Bath,
Fully furnished and immaculate condition. Available August
2008-July 2009, $900 a month.
Washer and Dryer, Dishwasher,
Fridge, Microwave, Heating & Air,
Private Deck. Desks, Dressers,
and Beds in each room.
(404) 682-5485.

Clemson house for rent.
3BR/1BA. Large yard,
Jacuzzi tub. $1,195/mth.
(864) 506-4091

350 ROOMMATES
ROOMMATE NEEDED
starting summer or fall. N/S,
female, no pets. $450/month, utilities
included. 1 mile from campusFort Hill Commons.
Call (843) 729-1136.

700 LOST & FOUND
Lost black cat around Clemson Place.
Reward if found. Please call Ashley at
(864) 884-5474.

800

MISC

Seneca Storage, Highway 130, one
mile from Ingle's behind The Village.
10X10, $40/mo.; 10X15, $50/mo.;
10X25, $60/mo.; 20X15, $90/mo.;
20X25, $120. Call (864) 638-8494
or (864) 638-7331.

850

TRAVEL

RetreatMyrtleBeach.com
Spring Break/Grad Week.
(800) 645-3618. Visit us at myspace.
com/retreatmyrtlebeach. $100 and up
for the week!

VINTAGE INSPI

APPAREL

College Vault apparel combines the
tradition and spirit of America's top
college brands with the hottest body
styles and fabrics for the fashion
conscious fan. Look for College Vault
apparel at better department stores,
fashion boutiques, or your campus
bookstore.
Visit www.coUegevault.com and
register to win cool College Vault
apparel and other fun prizes

^wwcollegeyault. com

BANNER SUPPLY CO.

Chip \ Pepper

UNIVIKIITf

CLOTHING CO.
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Are we probing too deeply
into our elected officials' sex
lives?
"Yes, because
an individual's
private life does not
determine how well
qualified they are
for the leadership
position."

Ashley Ivey
graphic communications
sophomore

"No, because
moral character
is important in
politics."

Becky Pelini
language and international health
sophomore

"Yes, we probe
too deeply because
their sex life does
not affect their
ability to be
leaders. Some
good political
leaders have had
dishonest
private lives."
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Jeramie Stanley
pre-pharmacy
sophomore

"Yes, because a
person's sex life
has nothing to do
with the elected
official's
performance in
office."
Mykita Levy
political science
junior

Vo, because their
sexual morals
reflects on their
work morals and
character."

c wl
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Chris Simpson
language and international trade
sophomore

"Yes,I dont
think their sex
lives have an
impact on how
they perform as
a leader."

Ben McNair
turf and grass management
freshman

Sex, lies and text messages
It is your sexcapade, but don't use our tax dollars to fund it.
You know it. We all know it. Ashley
Alexandra Dupre and Christine Beatty definitely know it. Political power is an aphrodisiac.
It's probably always been this way, from
Cleopatra to Clinton. There's a devastating
problem that lies beneath the surface of promiscuous politicians, and it's one we haven't
solved yet. Elected officials are getting their
jollies at the expense of the rest of us.
They aren't just plucking money from
our taxes to finance their sexcapades, they're
also robbing us of something far more valuable—our trust and dignity as voters and
citizens. There are two big poster boys for
this problem that have come to light recently.
Let's start with former New York governor
Eliot Spitzer.
According to an IRS investigation,
Spitzer is believed to have spent upwards of
$80,000 on the Emperors Club VIP call girl
service as attorney general and governor. His
favorite pro was Ashley Alexandra Dupre, a
22-year-old working for the service. Guess
where that money came from?
The investigation is still pending, but it
probably wasn't from his income as governor. Call it a hunch.
Lest we forget, Spitzer's campaign plat-

form stressed ethics and integrity. Funding
a prostitution ring with what was probably
state money probably doesn't fall into those
principles.
The second poster boy for political corruption in the face of sex is Detroit mayor
Kwame Kilpatrick. He's costing the Motor
City millions of dollars. Taxpayers are funding his trial on felony charges of perjury and
obstruction of justice.
Kilpatrick testified last fall that he didn't
have a romantic relationship with his former
chief of staff, Christine Beatty, but the text
messages don't lie. Kilpatrick and Beatty's
correspondence contradicted his testimony,
and he's been burning public money to
finance his defense, probably the affair, too.
The lesson here is clear. We've got to be
better watchdogs. We all know that politicians are professionals when it comes to
being two-faced, but when our integrity as
trusting voters is on the line then we should
show no mercy.
These elected officials are gaining our
trust to manage our cities and states by
promising to behave legally and, more
importantly, ethically. The money wasted
away for Sptizer and Kilpatrick's secret sex
lives could have been spent to fund educa-

tion, open homeless shelters or any other
noble public good you can dream up.
One criticism to our eagle-eyed leering
on our politicians' sex lives is that we're
going too far. Sex is usually considered a
private thing, and nobody likes having their
dirty laundry aired out on national television. Besides, the turmoil caused by the
scandal takes time away from getting things
done in government.
We've got to remember that sex isn't
really the issue here. The problem is perjury
and deceit. When someone we trust with
the well-being of our city, state or nation is
willing to lie in court when pressed on his
unethical behavior then we need to show our
fangs. Putting tax dollars at stake makes it
even more important.
This representative democracy business
will only run smoothly when we hold our
politicians to the kinds of standards they
promise to uphold when they run for office.

The opinions expressed in the above editorial are
written by the opinions editor and represent the majority
opinion of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent the
individual view of any particular member.
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Techno-cure-iosity

The dirty hippie
How I learned to care and understand morality.

Nintendo aids in recovery.

DAMON ANDREWS

Columnist

#v_

If you've ever been injured and have had to
undergo rehabilitation, you know very well
that it can be mentally agonizing due to the
redundancy of the exercises. Many people dread
going through rehab, especially at old ages, when
the motivation is often absent. After all, who wants
to spend countless hours in a pool or in the weight
room in front of a mirror with just a trainer, day in
and day out?
Well now there is a new form of rehab
sweeping not only the United States, but the world as
well. It's called Wii-hab, and yes, it directly relates
to Nintendo's gaming system, the Wii.
The Wii gaming system is revolutionizing
the way people are recovering from injuries, surgeries and combat wounds. Patients who are engaged
in this rehabilitation strategy generally use the Wii
for 30 minutes a day for three times a week, according to one therapist. The effects of using the Wii are
only in the very early stages of analysis because no
similar gaming system has ever been created prior
to the Wii, let alone used for rehabilitation purposes,
so the actual effectiveness is not yet able to be determined. However, experts are already saying that it
has both physical and mental benefits for patients of
all ages.
From a physical standpoint, the Wii has been
reported to greatly improve balance, particularly for
patients with lower body injuries coming out of a
wheelchair. Additionally, it is believed to enhance
eye-hand coordination. The motion-sensitive controllers held in the hands of the users are linked with
an electronic eye near the television or projection
screen, which transfers the motion of the user to the
character or competitor seen on the screen. Doctors
at Ohio State University Medical Center also report
enhanced muscle strength by replacing the light
weights and water resistance of gyms and pools with
the resistance of the natural weight of human limbs.
From a mental standpoint, patients are thought to
show higher motivation to complete rehab. Exercise
is now fun and patients can enjoy the process of
recovering after a physically and mentally draining
operation. The rehab can also done in teams now,
so rather than struggling individually to recover,
patients are often placed in pairs so encouragement
can be given to one another.
Additionally, because patients' minds are
focused on the competitive nature of the Wii games,
patients are thought to be less focused on any
pain experienced during exercise, a key element

of rehabilitation especially for elderly people who
traditionally have a lower threshold of pain than
younger people.
Another hidden aspect of this new rehabilitation
strategy is the bond it builds between young and
old. This is an intangible benefit of the Wii-hab.
For grandchildren of all ages, Wii-hab is a way for
grandchildren and grandparents, and even parents,
to bond.
In this age of rapidly evolving technology in
which teenagers' lives are completely wireless and
some grandparents don't even have cell phones, the
Wii has potential to act as a glue to keep generations bonded which are increasingly diverging. This
form of rehab could promote more frequent visits to
grandparents and retirement centers, entertaining the
young children as well as benefiting the elderly.
Experts say the Wii shouldn't be used alone or
to replace the traditional therapies, though, only as a
supplement. However, the tandem of physical exercises and the Wii will provide a speedier recovery
physically as well as a better mental outlook and
stronger drive to return to normal activities.
The Wii is a perfect example of technology
branching out and being applied to other aspects
of life besides the original intended purpose. The
age-old argument of hand-eye coordination has now
been taken to another level.
As the effects of using the Wii for physical
recovery become more widespread and medically
verifiable, the popularity of the Wii is certain to
grow. Where will this leave other gaming systems?
After having played on the Wii, I personally will find
it hard to ever go back to just moving thumbs and
fingers on a controller.
And for those who have incurred brain injuries
and cannot return to normal activity, the Wii provides an outlet of safe and fun exercise which makes
them feel like they are still in the real game and
sport. For instance, a patient treated at the Glenrose
Rehabilitation Hospital in Edmonton, Canada, was
prescribed suiting up in Wii boxing gloves to box
and regain rotary skills after suffering brain damage.
The reason he had brain damage in the first place?
Well, he took a few too many strong blows to the
head while in the ring boxing (not the virtual kind).
While I've praised the Wii for all its rehabilitative glory, it does have its risks, however humorous
they may be. For example, Major League Baseball
pitcher Joel Zumaya of the Detroit Tigers was forced
to miss three playoff games in 2006 due to playing
too much Guitar Hero, the Wii game which allows
users to play actual rock songs on a slightly scaled
down guitar. Let's just hope experts don't find the
rock and roll lifestyle to be health-promoting.
DAMON ANDREWS is a senior in mechanical engineering. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

NOAH WELSH

Columnist

JL

I saw him coming from a distance, or smelled
him rather (his dreads reeked of sweat, cannabis and spoiled tofu). He was obviously
an animal rights activist, as he avoided removing the lice infestation in his matted hair. He
would give me a dime bag if I would stop eating
meat; if I were to go vegan he would upgrade
me to a dub-sack of pure Californian hydro.
If I said no, he might have thrown a bucket
of pig intestines on me. He put down his bag
of vegan cheese puffs, and his rant began. To
my surprise, both his logic and rhetoric were
incredibly sound.
A stunning brunette with Greek letters
pressed across the breast of her pink shirt
turned to me and said, "You know, I kinda
agree with him, but you're crazy if you think
I'm gonna listen to that dirty hippie." I cannot
remember which sorority. Sigma Kappa Alpha
Nu Kappa? I told her I thought I might give
his ideas a shot. She reacted quickly using the
Nixon principle, deduced that I was a communist, and the encounter ended.
Hours later I found myself lying on the
roof of my VW van, my two mutts, Marx and
Engel by my side, staring upward at the passing
clouds. How could this girl so blindly ignore
her moral intuitions? Who was this man? The
secret bastard child of The Grateful Dead's Ron
"Pigpen" McKeman and Janis Joplin perhaps.
As I contemplated, clouds transformed from
boa constrictors ingesting elephants into serious things like hats. Morality is a very serious
issue.
So, what is morality? Some people argue
the word of Christ is morality while others argue
on behalf of Immanuel Kant's Deontology.
The differences between opposing theories of
morality are obvious, but what do all of these
have in common? J.L. Mackie described moral
actions as possessing a quality of "to-be-pursuedness." If morality exists it somehow delineates between the good and the bad. What is
good? Good is a condition of the universe that
ought "to-be-pursued." Bad is its converse.
We should act morally because to do so is to
pursue good, and good is the way things should
be. For example, if a person views life as holding some intrinsic good then murder becomes
immoral. Why? If life is fundamentally good,
the protection of it ought "to-be-pursued," and

thus murder is immoral.
Morality is something completely different
from the rest of the universe. Unlike matter and
energy and all other things existent, morality
contains an intrinsic quality of importance. To
admit that morality exists is to insert positives
and negatives into a universe of zeroes. It adds
an entirely new dimension to reality, a dimension fundamentally different from all others. It
is a dimension of value and of good and of bad.
Without morality all things become absurd.
Some might refute this idea that morality
is all-important, stating that other things in the
universe also matter. For example a person
might argue that self-preservation is important.
Others attribute importance to completely different things. These rebuttals however, are
illogical. To argue that self-preservation is
important is to redefine morality to encompass
it. Something may be important, but in being
so it becomes a moral issue itself.
So we see that morality is important by its
nature, but it is more than this. It is importance.
Nothing else matters. When we compare the
importance of morality to the complete unimportance of other things, we see that not only
does morality matter, but it matters infinitely.
This logic can be broken down mathematically.
When we compare the importance of moral
issues with other issues, which are non-moral
in nature, we see that the relative importance of
the moral issues approaches infinity.
I have no intention of fighting for some
specific moral agenda. I am fighting for moral
agendas themselves. It would be absurd of me
to expect others to follow my own personal
code of ethics. All people can do is rectify their
own moral guidelines and adhere to them as
strictly as possible.
The good Buddhist should follow the lessons of Siddhartha Gautama, with just as much
vigor as a follower of Confucius should follow
the Golden Rule. Mahatma Gandhi once said,
"I like your Christ. I do not like your Christians.
Your Christians are so unlike your Christ." The
good Christian must fight this. Viewing Christ
as a being of moral perfection, his actions
should be emulated as closely as humanly possible. Hippies should strive endlessly to fulfill
their leftist moral codes (Never skip someone in
the circle.) If you believe the heart of morality
lies in emo music, be as "emo" as possible. Go
home, put on your Hot Topic tee, call up your
middle school girlfriend, and tell her how you
feel. Go out into the world and fight for what
you believe. I dearly hope I have the strength
to do the same.
NOAH WELSH is a junior majoring in mechanical engineering. E-mail comments to
letters @ TheTigerNews.com.

A swan song for CDs
A new fear of the digital age: how iTunes is devastating CD sales

STEPHEN PINEROS

Columnist
When was the last time you
bought a music CD? No, I
do not mean off the Internet,
for all of you glued to your laptops and
Starbucks (what do celestial bodies and
monetary euphemisms have to do with
coffee anyway?). I mean, when was
the last time you picked yourself off the
couch, or got out of the library, went
to your local record store and bought a
physical copy of music? Can't remember, can you? Ever since your friendly
neighborhood record store Black Dog
(Led Zeppelin fan?) went out of business last year there has not been a decent
place within five miles to buy a CD.
The fate of our beloved store is not an
isolated incident though. All over the
country, smaller record stores are going
out of business and, in the case of Tower

Records, so are mega-stores.
Since you are dying to know why,
I will tell you: iTunes. Convenience
plus cheaper prices is killing the record
industry. SoundScan, the system that
reports albums sold (not exhaustive and
not including iTunes sales) reported an
average of 500,000 CDs sold for the No.
1 artist each week eight years ago, but
just 230,000 CDs this past year. People
just do not care to make the effort to buy
a CD at the store, whether it be Target
(nice variety), Best Buy (huge selection), or Wal-Mart (notice the absence
of explicit CDs and their expanding
Latin selection). Why take 30 minutes
to trek, no, drive to the store and look
through racks of CDs to find what I
want? I could just sit in my comfortable
apartment and browse through iTunes'
virtual library without using an ounce of
gas and make my purchase, all in five
minutes. Plus I would not have to break
through that irritating seal on the top
of the jewel case (the one that got you
caught for shoplifting, nice plan).
At this point I can see the light bulb

go off over your head, "Why Stephen, it
seems to me you like the CD format?"
Why yes, I do, my astute reader. I do
not really feel like I own a song unless
it is on a CD I bought, especially since
I can download a song for free off Ares.
Those songs on my laptop are a hard
drive crash away from not existing. I
also like the artwork and having the lyrics handy for my own random perusal.
Plus, the quality of the music is better
on a CD than common music files (as in
mp3s) ripped below 244 kb/second.
As much as I would like to wax
poetic about my affinity for CDs and
their dying status, the more important
issue at hand is the fact that the album
situation is hurting the music industry in general. It is hurting both labels
and bands alike. While gangsta rappa
numero uno and whiny autotuned pop
princess are going platinum on their
latest release and probably not living
in the projects (though jail is a possibility: ahem, T.I.), a myriad of other
good bands are not rolling in the dough.
Each is grabbing for your attentjqn.ii) a ,

sea of attention grabbers, and the fact
that people will not buy their albums,
whether physical or digital, makes it
hard for them to survive, even if they
have true talent In fact, most of their
revenue comes from conceits and merchandise, regardless if they sell a lot of
CDs or not (hint, hint if you really like
a band go see them live and buy a shirt
for dear Pete's sake).
Of course, if labels, especially the
major ones like Warner and Sony, simply lowered their prices they would
probably get more sales. Unfortunately,
you will not see that happen because
head honcho of Company A sees an
already crumbling industry and slashing
prices will not cut it. On the other hand,
Wal-Mart is in the process of planning a
tiered pricing system that would generally lower costs of CDs. This would
mean labels would bear more of the
cost, but since Wal-Mart holds 22 percent of the CD market, labels would be
hard-pressed not to comply.
While the CD format is dying,
•&*5Hfoj£gl£Jk eenetal <is, , ,

not, it is just changing; artists are looking at new ways to market their work.
A focus on singles is how I feel the
industry is headed, and where it will
survive (to my dismay). While the top
album of the week is pushing a quarter
million units, the top popular songs sell
100,000 a week. The way many people
are getting their music these days is by
buying single tracks at a time. They hear
a cool song on the radio and go to the
Internet, or see that low 99 cents price
on iTunes and hit "Buy." Smashing
Pumpkins plans to sell their new material through singles, as does Muse. As
Muse would have it, singles would be
released a couple times a month then
the most popular songs would be put on
an album. It is a return to the way music
was marketed in the 1960s, and it will be
soon seen if labels accept it and it brings
new life to the industry.

STEPHEN PINEROS is a junior majoring in
history. E-mail comments to
Icners^yiejigef^q^s^ii.
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Political Cartoon
"You don't choose your family, but you
choose what church you
want to attend."

THE TIGER
COMMENTARY

Taking
responsibility

"Seriously, he slept
with Mclntern."

Drawing connections between a child's
illness and the sickness of the world.
JYE SHAFER

What she says.

What she means...

Columnist
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PAWS UP. PAWS DOWN
A nude portrait of French President Nicolas Sarkozy's
wife Carla Bruni will go up for auction in New York
next month.

The owner of Jude's Barbershops in Grand Rapids,
Mich, has decided to stop giving his customers
free beer with their haircuts.

A Sydney man has found himself in trouble after
calling police to report that his house had been broken
into and some of his cannabis plants stolen.

A 21-year-old man from Sturgeon Bay, Wis. tried to
deposit money smelling of marijuana at a bank last
week, leading to his arrest on possible drug charges.
' :','

A shepherd is suing Russia's space agency for
compensation after he said a 3-meter-long chunk
of metal from a space rocket fell into his yard, just
missing his outdoor toilet.

A Scottish cleaner who won $2.3 million last weekend
at a bingo hall said she would return to work as
normal.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
In the March 7th edition of
The Tiger, Stephen Pineros wrote a
wonderful column on retaining and
enjoying our youth.
I wholeheartedly agreed with
his ideas until I came to the sentence that suggested and even recommended that we "Smoke some
dope..."
I embrace the idea of being
young and comfortable, but illegally inhaling tar and cancer causing carcinogens is neither. In fact I
would classify it under stupid and
irresponsible.
Not only should Mr. Pineros be
repeatedly beat upside his empty
pothead cranium with a stick of
good sense, but the police should
search his car and apartment for any
of his "youthful comfort."
Next time Mr. Pineros begins
writing his column, he should stop
and think, if he even has enough
brain cells left to, about what he
is putting in his column, and how

much of an idiot he is making himself look.
Sincerely,
John Goldston
Biological Sciences, Senior

Letters should be no longer
than 400 words. Feedback from
our Web site may also be considered for publication. Submissions
must include the author's name,
number (or e-mail address), hometown, class and major. All submissions will be checked for authenticity and may be edited for clarity and grammar. Space considerations may result in submissions
being held for later publication.
THE TIGER reserves the right to
print or edit all submissions.
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Last Sunday, 11-year-old Madeline Neumann died of a
treatable form of diabetes. Although autopsy reports
and knowledge of diabetic symptoms suggest that
Madeline would have experienced nausea, vomiting and loss
of appetite for at least 30 days prior to her death, her parents
never took her to the doctor, choosing instead to pray to God
for her healing. Madeline's mother claims that she had no
idea that her daughter was terminally ill, and also wanted
to clarify that she and her family were not crazy religious
people, only that "we just believe in the Bible, that's all....
This is our faith."
Now, this is obviously a fringe case, at least in this
country. It's evident that not too many people are leaving the
fates of their own children to prayer and total inaction on
their own parts—most people with sick children are doing
everything in their power, both spiritually and physically, to
make their child well.
But there are elements in this instance that can serve as
a segue into a conversation about inaction in general, and
how we must be aware of the consequences we face when
we choose to be passive, watching events unfold in the world
under the impression that we cannot control them or influence them in any way.
In the case of Madeline Neumann, responsibility for
Madeline's fate was shifted to a deity, in this case the
Christian God, under the evaluation that God decides everything, and thus that all that could be done was to pray to
God and ask that God heal her. Faulty reasoning aside, the
important part to notice is the shift in responsibility.
Often, we shift responsibility from ourselves to all sorts
of other things: God, other people, the government, etc. Most
of us are aware that there are terrible things happening all
over the world: children are starving, genocide rages, and
slave trades are made all the time.
We know the problems, and although they are sometimes
far from home and we are not consistently faced with their
horrors, it would seem we know enough to establish a serious
disgust with their existence.
And yet, in some ways we, like Madeline's parents, often
refuse to take any kind of direct action aimed at resolving
or at least beginning to resolve the problems. We have the
means and all the motivation we should need, and still our
actions may seldom follow the perceived correct path that
we have envisioned.
I believe a considerable part of the problem is our inclination toward shifting responsibility, most frequently, in my
judgment, to other people. We seem to expect that when it
comes to problems, especially the kind I have mentioned,
that "someone else" is probably doing something about it, or
that we couldn't do anything significant to change the situation. These are the kind of reasons (I have certainly given
them, poor as they are) that leave us powerless to change
bad situations.
Certainly, there are important questions about the extent
to which we must act (how much do we have to do?) and
what kind of action is most efficient, but those questions can
be pondered in the meantime, while we begin to act now on
issues which we can all agree on, for example, sacrificing
one $5 dessert (or any $5, really) in order to provide breakfast for a child in Mauritania for an entire year. We cannot
shift responsibility to anyone other than ourselves. We must
understand that though the problems may be large, we are in
a unique position to initiate positive change—we're relatively privileged and have an incredible resource in the internet,
which we can use both to find out about the problems and to
discuss, consider and create solutions.
Ultimately, the lesson is that we must remind ourselves
that we have the power to make changes for the better in
our world, and then act in the ways we deem appropriate to
create the change.
I am sure we're all baffled and upset when we hear that
Madeline's parents saw the symptoms of their daughter's
disease and decided to do nothing, and surely we would be
equally upset to look on ourselves and see that, though we
had both opportunity and ability to make positive changes to
save others and even our own environment, we did nothing,
hoping instead that someone or something else would do the
work. We can and we ought to take these opportunities—they
are easy to find and relatively easy to act on. Check out
www.changingthepresent.org for a few examples.
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Welcome
Clemson Students

Your Neighborhood Food Lion is Now Open!
Come visit your Clemson neighborhood Food Lion, where you
can use your Tiger Card for all your favorite foods. Whether
you need that one special item to get you to your next class or
a whole cart full to get you through the all-nighter, Food Lion
will be there to help. Come on in, we can't wait to see you!

Now Accepted
at Food Lion

12 Pack
12 Ounce Cans
Select Varieties

Fresh, Family Pack

Ground
DGGT

$4 69

UIUU

1

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

Pepsi
Products

16 Ounce
Select Varieties

Ball Park
Meat
Franks

12

2/

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

Without MVP Card Regular Retail

BUY ONE, GET ONE
SMvP

FREE
14-16 Ounce
Select Varieties

12 Inch
Select Varieties

DiGiomo
Pizza

Nabisco
Chips Ahoy!
Or 12.25-13 Ounce
Select Varieties

Doritos
Without MVP Card Regular Retail

Without MVP Card $3.39 - $3.49 Each

6 Pack, 3 Ounce
Select Varieties

Maruchan
Ramen

"MVP

$
^P

Mk

5/ 4

Without MVP Card 5/$4.95
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INSIDE
Purnell reaches
ACC title game,
C2-C3
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Tigers win series against the Pack
Catcher Doug Hogan earns national player of the week honors.

Sophomore J.D. Burgess contributed as a pinch hitter against N.C. State last weekend at Doug Kingsmore Stadium.
BRANDON BOATWRIGHT
STAFF WRITER
The Clemson baseball team took two out of
three games in a home series against N.C. State this
past weekend. The Tigers improved to 14-7 overall on the season and 4-5 in the ACC. N.C. State
now also stands at 14-7 on the year and 4-5 in the
conference. Both teams remain behind Wake Forest
at 11-10 (4-4) and Florida State 20-2 (9-0) in the
Atlantic Division.
The first game was a close matchup that saw
three lead changes with the Wolfpack ultimately
pulling out the win.
N.C. State senior infielder Tommy Foschi
started the scoring in the top of the third with a leadoff double off of Clemson starter Ryan Hinson and
was driven in two batters later by the Wolfpack's
Marcus Jones. Outfielder Matt Payne followed with
a single over Stan Widmann's head, plating Jones.
Clemson took the lead in the bottom of the
fifth inning. Sophomore firstbaseman Ben Paulsen
ripped a three-run homer to left-center, his sixth of

the year. Freshman Kyle Parker, who went three for
five at the plate, followed Paulsen's blast with one
of his own, giving the Tigers a 4-2 lead. The Wolfpack was quick to answer in the top of the sixth,
plating two runs to tie it up. N.C. State regained the
lead in the eighth inning on a sacrifice fly.
Hinson picked up the loss, giving up four runs
in 5.1 innings of work. N.C. State's win ended
the Wolfpack's seven-game losing streak at Doug
Kingsmore Stadium.
Game two on Saturday was also a close matchup. The Wolfpack took a 2-0 lead into the bottom of
the seventh when the Tigers picked up a three spot
and held onto win 3-2. With runners on the corners
and no one out, Clemson infielder Matt Freeman
singled and drove in Jeff Shaus to put the Tigers
on the board.
Hinson followed with another single that plated
Parker and advanced Freeman to third. J.D. Burgess
then stepped in for the Tigers and grounded into a
double play that allowed Freeman to score.
Right-hander D.J. Mitchell (2-2) picked up
the win with another strong showing. The junior

pitcher gave Jack Leggett seven strong innings allowing just two unearned runs while striking out
five. Closer Matt Vaughn sealed the deal with two
hitless and scoreless innings to earn his sixth save
of the season.
The rubber game on Sunday did not deviate too
far from the trend of close games over the weekend.
Freshman pitcher Graham Stoneburner shut out the
Wolfpack and the Tigers edged N.C. State 2-0.
All the offense in the game came in the bottom .
of the first inning that started out with a Matt Freeman single. Freeman then advanced to third on a
wild pitch from N.C. State starter Eryk McConnell.
Wilson Boyd drove Freeman home on a groundout to second. Catcher Doug Hogan then ripped a
double down the left-field line, stole third and was
able to score when Wolfpack catcher Chris Schaeffer made an errant throw into left field.
The big story from Sunday was Stoneburner's
outstanding performance on the mound. The freshman picked up his fourth win of the season and his
first shutout. It was the first complete game shutout
see DIAMOND page C7

Cocks' strokes tie Tigers
Two Clemson golfers finish in the top five for the weekend.
ALEX URBAN
STAFF WRITER

The finish was Clemson's best-ever
finish at the Hootie Invitational and the
third time this year that Clemson has
finished in the runner-up position.
The field for the Invitational was
strong; seven of the 15 teams started the
week in the top 25, including the Tigers
at No. 16.
The Tigers had three players in
the match finish in the top 25 and four
players in the top 30, a huge improvement on their most recent tournament at
Linger Longer, where they had just one
player in the top 34.
Clemson's low man for the tourna-

Last weekend at the Bulls Bay
Country Club in Mount Pleasant, S.C,
Kyle Stanley finished strong with a
birdie on the closing hole to finish in
fifth place overall in the Hootie Invitational.
His strong finish lead the Clemson
golf team to a second place tie with rival South Carolina. The Tigers and the
Gamecocks finished with a total of 850,
12 shots behind tournament champion
N.C. State.

ment was junior Phillip Mollica, who
fired stellar rounds of 69-71-68 to finish at five-under par with a 208 over the
three days. He shattered his previous
career-best of 218 and finished in third
overall at Bulls Bay.
The clutch 10-foot birdie putt holed
on the 18th by the sophomore Stanley
moved the Tigers into a tie with South
Carolina, and his fifth place finish was
his best since he was the runner up in
the NCAA National Championship last
year. His three-day scores of 71-69-70
put him at a total of 210, three under par
for the tournament.

Sam Saunders put together consistent rounds of 72-72-71 to finish at 215,
good enough for 23rd place.
Junior David May and Senior Tanner Ervin rounded out the scoring for
the Tigers with 217 and 221, respectively, the former finishing in 27th
place and the latter in 45th.
Clemson is back on the links this
weekend when it plays in the Furman
Invitational in Greenville, S.C, for the
first time since 1997. Rival South Carolina will be in the field again competing
against the Tigers, along with 22 other
teams.

One
song and
done:
still a
success

10 long years, the month of March
was filled with frustration instead of
"Madness" for Tiger basketball. However, the 2007-2008 team was finally
able to submit an end-of-the-year resume impressive enough to garner an
invitation to that ever exclusive Big
Dance. Unfortunately, the under-seeded and red-hot Villanova Wildcats from
the Big East saw to it that Oliver Purnell's Tigers had to leave the party early
when an 18- point lead disappeared to
leave the Tigers with a 75-69 loss last
Friday in Tampa, Fla.
The table was set for this year's Tiger team as they took the court for the
first round of the 2008 NCAA tournament. Fresh off of a third place finish
in the ACC, an upset of No. 7 Duke
and a spot in the ACC tournament finals for the first time since 1962, the
Tigers were a hot pick to make a lot of
noise in the Midwest bracket. So much
so, a prominent writer for the Boston
Globe was led to include a full picture
of Cliff Hammonds with UNC's Tyler
Hansborough, UCLA's Kevin Love
and Texas' D.J. Augustin to represent
his picks for the Final Four in a March
17 issue.
The path to the Sweet 16 and a
matchup with number one-seeded Kansas got even easier when fourth-seeded
SEC power Vanderbilt was upset by
the lowly Siena Saints. However, in a
climate of upsets that had already seen
a 12 and two 13 seeds knock off the
favorites, 12th seeded Villanova made
history as Tampa's fourth underdog to
have its day in their victory over the
fifth seeded Clemson team.
The first half of the game may have
been one of Clemson's best-played of
the year, as the Tigers looked like a
team that didn't want to have to wait
another 10 years for their next NCAA
tournament game.
Shots were falling with the Tigers
hitting 50 percent from the floor and a
hot 41 percent from three-point range.
Rivers and Stitt were both pushing double figures with eight and nine points,
respectively, and Stitt had drained
see VILLANOVA page C7

TIGER SCHEDULE
BASEBALL
Friday-Sunday
3/28-30
Maryland
7 p.m. (Fri.)
4 p.m. (Sat.)
1 p.m. (Sun.)
College Park, Md.

SWIMMING/DIVING
Men
Friday-Saturday
3/28-29
NCAA Championships
All Day

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Saturday 3/29
Wake Forest
11 a.m.
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday 3/28
Longwood
10:30 a.m.
Winston-Salem, N.C.

WOMEN'S TRACK
Friday-Saturday 3/28-29
Yellow Jacket Invitational
TBA
Atlanta, Ga.

Federal Way, Wash.

Sunday 3/30

Saturday 3/29
Wake Forest
5 p.m.

Saturday 3/29

N.C. State
1 p.m.
Mill

> < » I I

Raleigh, N.C.

Winston-Salem, N.C.

Wake Forest
5 p.m.
Winston-Salem, N.C.

MEN'S GOLF
Saturday-Sunday 3/29-30
Furman Invitational
All Day
Greenville, S.C.
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Purnell leads Ti
game for the firs
ANDREW BAKER
STAFF WRITER

Senior forward James Mayssfipsj^ass through the tough Tarheel defense,

Raymond Sykes makes Ail-American Tyler Hansbrough look stupid as he goes to the basket.

Anticipation from Clemson fans was high for
the ACC tournament, as the Tigers finished third
in the ACC this year behind only North Carolina and Duke. Despite continued improvement
in the program, head coach Oliver Purnell was
only 1-5 in ACC tournament games. A bye in
the opening round meant Clemson was only two
wins away from reaching the conference finals,
a game they have only reached one other time
in school history. The third-seeded Tigers opened
up in ACC tournament play with a win over Boston College. After shaking early game jitters, the
Tigers' defensive pressure took the Eagles out of
the game.
Boston College was up 6-0 until a basket by
K.C. Rivers put Clemson on the board. After that
score, the game was all Clemson. At the 16:09
mark, Clemson took an 8-6 lead on a Cliff Hammonds three-pointer, a lead that would hold up
for the rest of the game.
Against Clemson's full-court pressure, Boston College repeatedly turned over the ball and
never could get into an offensive rhythm. The
Tigers feasted off the Eagles' mistakes, scoring
38 points off turnovers. At the half, the Tigers led
42-25. The 17-point lead was never threatened in
the second half.
In the second half, more Tigers got playing
time including former walk-on senior forward
Matt Morris who hit a three with 1:44 left in the
game and freshman Jerai Grant who had three
consecutive dunks.

For the game, Clemson was led by James
Mays with 15 points and six rebounds and Raymond Sykes with 12 points and five rebounds.
Rivers had 11 points and two rebounds.
In the semi-finals, Clemson faced Duke, who I
appeared to be the worst opponent they qpuld
draw. The Blue Devils won the previous matchup
of the year 93-80, handing the Tigers their worst
loss of the season. Duke's 93 points were the most
given up by Clemson in a non-overtime game.
Duke scored the first points of the semi-final
game against Clemson but Cliff Hammonds hit I
a three pointer 20 seconds later to answer. This'
would be the pattern all game, for everything
Duke did, Clemson had an answer.
Not letting the burden of history affect them,
four Tigers scored in double digits to key a 7874 win over the Blue Devils. Trevor Bookef and
Hammonds led the way with 18 and 17 points respectively. Defensively, the Tigers stopped Duke
from doing what they do best, hitting the three.
For the game the Blue Devils, hit only six oftheir
26 attempts from behind the arc.
The Tigers had no such trouble, shooting 36.8
percent from three point range and 50.9 percent
on field goals. A key to the Tigers victory in the
second half was reaching the free throw line and
converting. In the second half, the Tigers hit 13
of 17 free throw attempts. The most impo/lant
moments at the line came at the end of the game.
With 47 seconds left, Duke guard Greg Paulus hit a three to pull within two points of the

David Potter, Raymond Sykes, Demontez Stitt and Terrence Olgesby embrace in anticipation during the ACC tour.
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ers to ACC title
time since 1962
photos by: MAX THOMASON

Tigers. On the ensuing possession, Hammonds
fouled and made both attempts at the line to
give Clemson a 73-69 lead with just 43 seconds
remaining. Duke's Kyle Singler missed a threepoint attempt with 30 seconds left and Sam Perry
j-ebounded and was fouled.
Perry made one of two attempts to give
Clemson a five-point lead, and it became apparent the Tigers would pull out a victory over the
•Blue Devils.
Both head coaches had praise for Clemson's
team. "In a lot of ways it was the best game we
played all year," said Purnell. "There are games
•you lose," said Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski, "and there are games when the other team
wins."
The victory of over Duke set up a storybook
| ^title game for the ACC title. Clemson, a rising
program that is just starting to set roots, faced
off against North Carolina, likely the most prestigious basketball school in the country. The two
I "had already met twice this season. Both games
went into overtime, and UNC prevailed both
times, 90-88 and 103-93. The game was the TiI gers first appearance in the ACC championship
game since 1962.
In the first half, the pressure defense that
Clemson had used so effectively throughout the
^tournament forced UNC into uncharacteristic
mistakes. Clemson converted 15 points off turnovers and led 39-38 at halftime.
In the second half, the Heels had an easier
#was

time breaking the press and while the Tigers had
a harder time getting off shots, as North Carolina
stepped up its defensive pressure. In the second
half, UNC was able to best Clemson in points
off turnovers and fast break points. Clemson,
however, hung in as Rivers continued his great
tournament with 28 points, including six threepointers.
Clemson lost the lead for good when Wayne
Ellington hit a free throw to make the score 5049 with 15:35 left in the second half. The Tigers
trailed by 13 points with 8:05 left but made a run
in the closing minutes. It was spurred by Sykes
tip-in to cut the lead to 11 with 7:05 left in the
game.
Clemson continued to chip away at the lead.
With less than two minutes left, the Tigers trailed
by four but could pull no closer. After Perry's
foul on an attempted steal with 41 seconds left,
Ellington hit one of two free-throws to stretch the
UNC lead to six. The Tiger's couldn't break the
Heels in the remaining seconds and UNC won
their second consecutive ACC tournament 8681.
Purnell again gave praise to the heart of his
team. "I thought our guys fought hard and played
well throughout the tournament," said Purnell.
North Carolina coach Roy Williams said, "It's
a great feeling for our kids and we played better this time." Williams gave Clemson credit for
being a great rebounding team and being tough
competition throughout the season.

Oliver Purnell paces the court while watching his Tigers play against Boston College.
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lament in Charlotte, N.C.. The Tigers fell just five points short of being the ACC champion

Senior Cliff Hammonds lays up a duece against Boston College,
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Clemson's Only Waterfront Student Community

National Nutrition Month®
Hoalth & Nutrition Fair
Monday, March 31st
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Hendrix Center Ballroom
Learn the facts...
• Health & nutrition booths
• Food demonstrations
• Food samples
• Prizes
Come to the health & nutrition fair and
enter a chance to win a Nintendo Wii
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Brought to you by Clemson Dining Services
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Tigers to take on Terps
Clemson looks to break the .500 mark in conference play.
RYAN LAUNIUS
STAFF WRITER
This weekend the Clemson Tiger baseball team
is heading to College Park to take on the Maryland
Terrapins. The Tigers are coming off of their best
week in the young season, taking two of three games
from the N.C. State Wolfpack to win their first ACC
series.
The success of the Tigers over the last week has
largely stemmed from star catcher Doug Hogan, who
led the team in homeruns (4), RBIs (11) and runs
scored (24).
Hogan's performance was so impressive that he
was awarded with Golden Spikes player of the week.
The Tigers are currently 4-5 in ACC play, which
puts them third in the Atlantic Division, while the
Terrapins are 2-7 and tied with Boston College for
last in the division.
Ryan Hinson is likely to start the first game as he
is matched up against Scott Swinson, who happens
to be the only Maryland starter with an ERA under
6.00.
D.J. Mitchell and Graham Stoneburner are the
likely starters for Saturday and Sunday, respectively. Stoneburner turned in the best performance by a
Clemson starter all year this past Sunday, giving up
only two hits in a complete game shutout. Mitchell
also turned in a gem on Saturday as he allowed just
two runs over seven innings to lead the Tigers to a 3-2

victory. Awaiting the Tigers in College Park is a team
that is hungry for its first ACC series victory.
The Terrapins looked strong this past weekend
winning the first game against No. 3 UNC 4-2, but
were brought back to earth quickly when they lost the
next two games of the series by a combined 31 runs.
But with the blowouts aside, this Maryland team
relies on a steady bullpen and a productive offense to
stay in games.
Maryland relies on mainly four players for their
offense, which includes Mike Murphy, Chad Durakis, Nick Jowers and Steve Braun, brother to 2007
National League MVP Ryan Braun.
Third baseman Mike Murphy is a talented player
at the plate and currently leads Maryland in batting
average, slugging percentage and homeruns. However, senior catcher Chad Durakis leads the team in
RBIs and hits. Center fielder Nick Jowers is a speedy
player with a high average but weak power, while
second baseman Steve Braun is a strong developing
power hitter.
The Terrapin bullpen is a one man show for the
most part as freshman phenom Matt Quinn has quickly earned himself the closer role. Quinn has only allowed five runs over 22 innings in his 12 appearances
as a relief pitcher while recording a team high three
saves.
Brett Tidball and Brad Taylor have also been impressive in the bullpen this season for the Terrapins
late in games.
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Outfielder Wilson Boyd celebrates with teammates after knocking it out of the park.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Arizona State
Missouri
North Carolina
Miami
Long Beach State
Arizona
UC Irvine
Florida State
Vanderbilt
South Carolina
California
Rice
Texas
San Diego
Mississippi
Wichita State
Stanford
Kentucky
Nebraska
Baylor
Virginia
Coastal Carolina
UCLA
Florida
Michigan

School
Conf. Overall
ATLANTIC DIVISION
Florida State
9-0
20-2
Wake Forest
4-4
11-10
Clemson
4-5
15-7
N.C. State
4-5
14-7
Maryland
2-7
12-11
Boston College 2-7
10-11
COASTAL DIVISION
Miami
7-1
18-2
North Carolina 7-2
19-4
Virginia
5-4
20-4
Georgia Tech
5-4
18-5
Duke
4-5
20-5
Virginia Tech
0-9
8-15
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NOW!
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Sponsored by:

3.1.08-4.6.08 ADVANCED WEEKEND PASS
$25 Student w/ valid CU ID
$35 General Admission

ORTS *«fr MUSIC * CAR
864.233.2525
BOX OFFICE: 864.656.1413
SOLIDORANGELIVE.COM

:
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ticketmaster
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Get out this summer.
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Track competes in
Clemson Relays
Padgett marks a 10.11 in the 100 meter dash.
TYRONE GAYLE
STAFF WRITER
The sun is shining, the trees are
swaying and outdoor track season
has officially begun.
The men's and women's teams
opened up their outdoor campaigns
last weekend at the Clemson Relays
after returning from an abbreviated Spring Break (Friday through
Wednesday).
The men were led by franchiseworthy sprinter Travis Padgett and
his wind-aided but legal 10.11 seconds mark in the 100-meter dash as
well as his efforts in the 4x100 meter and 4x200 meter contests.
In the latter relay, Padgett took
the baton while facing a 20-meter deficit, and then proceeded to
make Wisconsin's anchor leg look
like the fat kid in a schoolyard race
while blowing past him on the home
stretch to take the victory.
The 4x100 meter relay's winning time of 40.37seconds was a
regional qualifying mark, ensuring
that the foursome of Padgett, Cowin
Mills, Corey Brown and Gwantaveus Anderson will be running in Tallahassee, Fla. at the end of May at
the East Regional Championships.
Junior Travis Swaggard took
home the 400-meter intermediate
hurdles title in 53.37seconds over
fellow training mate Andrew Porter
who posted a mark of 54.12 seconds.
Swaggard's victory over Porter
was a reversal of sorts, as the Lorton, VA native is usually the one
taking the backseat to Porter in their
primary event.
"I just wanted to get my rhythm
down for my first race," said Swaggard. "It's just a matter of getting
out the blocks and feeling confident
between the hurdles. Sunshine [Porter] is still a little sick, but I know
he'll be back to full strength soon."
In the field events, Alex Padgett
placed fourth in the hammer throw
with a mark of 171 '10".
He was also fifth in the shot
put with a throw of 49'4.5". Scott

NEED A PLACE TO CALL .
HOME AFTER A LONG DAY OF
WORK, SCHOOL AND PLAY?
ISAQUEENA VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES ARE A WORLD
AWAY FROM THE NOISE OF
LIFE YET CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND SHOPPING CENTERS.

• 2 BDRMS OVER 1050 SQ FT
• ENCLOSED COURTYARD AND PRIVATE
PATIOS
• SWIMMING POOL
• PET FRIENDLY
• FLEXIBLE LEASE DATES
• RATES START AT $590 W/
WATER/SEWER INCLUDED

Pauga, competing in his first outdoor meet as a Clemson Tiger, was
sixth in the javelin throw (164'8").
Josh Fowler competed in both horizontal jumps, finishing fifth in the
long jump with a mark of 22'4.5"
and fifth in the triple jump as well
(46'10.75").
Miller Moss posted 6,819 points
in the decathlon and finished third
out of 13 student-athletes in the
competition. He was a USA Junior
All-American in the event last summer.
The women's contingent had
a solid opening weekend as well.
Senior Polly Hardy highlighted the
afternoon's events with her regional-qualifying mark of 13.92 seconds
in the 100 meter hurdles.
Hardy's personal
best of
13.57seconds, set last season, has
her ranked third on the all-time
Clemson list in her event. Junior
Krystal Barringer was the runner-up
with a time of 14.29 seconds.
The 4x800 meter relay team of
Joanie Castagno, Ashley Vaughn,
Jill Yandle and Christina Mason
won Saturday. The group posted a
time of 9:48.61.
Michaylin Golladay won the
400-meter hurdles with a time of
1:02.92. Scott and Parker teamed
with Barringer and triple-jumper
Nakeisha Wineglass to win the
4x200 meter relay Saturday.
Some of the women's top field
eventers took the weekend off, but
those who competed got their seasons started off on the right foot.
Junior Catheryne Porter captured the discus throw title with a
mark of 140'2" while Emily Barlage (10'8") won the pole vault.
Wineglass placed fourth in the
long jump after an effort of 17'6.75".
Ashley Good from Clemson was
fifth in the event (17'2.75"). Wineglass (38'2.75") was also runner-up
in the triple jump Saturday.
The men and women's teams
will both have the majority of their
rosters in action this weekend at the
Yellow Jacket Invitational, held at
Georgia Tech in Atlanta, Ga.

FteQNANT...
or think you might be?

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP AND NEW
MANAGEMENT FOR THE 2008-2009 SEASON!

Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP
ISAQUEENA VILLAGE TOWNHOMES
(864)654-6158
abodepropertymgm@bellsouth.net
******

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)
m
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VILLANOVA from page Cl
all three of his three-point attempts.
Clemson had scoring contributions
from all nine of its players to see the
floor in the first half.
On the defensive side, predictions
claiming the Wildcats would struggle
with the Tigers' full court press seemed
to be coming true as Clemson's tenacious pressure had Villanova looking
more like their 12th seeding and bubble
team status. The Tigers had four steals
and were able to rack up 16 points off
of turnovers to the Wildcats' three.
With five minutes left to play in
the first half, Clemson climbed to its
largest lead of the game of 18 points.
Unfortunately, the Tigers would never
regain the kind of momentum and confidence with which it had played up to
that point in the half. Over the last five
minutes, fouls, missed shots and turnovers allowed the Wildcats to trim the
lead to 12 before both teams headed off
to the locker rooms.
In the opening minutes of the half,
Villanova took advantage of a flurry
of Clemson missed shots to move the
game within a few points. At the 12minute mark, star Villanova guard Scottie Reynolds was fouled as he watched
his third consecutive three of the half
find the bottom of the net and bank in
to give the Wildcats a one- point lead.
The tables had turned on the Tigers
as their three-point percentage of 40
percentage from the first half dropped
to 12 percent in the second. Only one
out of every four shots from the floor
fell for Clemson in their coldest shooting half of the year.
Villanova took a cue from the Tigers' pressure defense from the first half
and didn't allow Clemson to breathe on
offense with aggressive trapping at the
wings and off picks. After Villanova
reclaimed the lead, the Tigers went a
full six-and-a- half minutes without a
single field goal to give the Wildcats an
eight- point lead.
As tough as it was for the Tigers
to generate offense, a foul of Terrence
Oglesby on the perimeter, and a corresponding technical foul on the Villanova coach allowed Clemson to creep
back into the game with the freshman
going five for five at the line. Two
more free throws by fellow freshman
Demontez Stitt tied the game with 1:55
left on the clock.
At this point, the Wildcats seemed
to just want it more when the Tigers
couldn't find the leadership and determination that it took to close the game
within the last few minutes.
To make things worse, a quick foul
on James Mays marked his fifth and
sat him down for the rest of the game.
With Trevor Booker fouling out five
minutes earlier, Clemson couldn't look

inside for points down the stretch and
was forced to try to work out its shooting problems for the win. This didn't
turn out to be the case as five shots
clanged off the iron within the last two
minutes and the Tigers fell to the overjoyed Wildcats.
Struggles pervaded the entire Tiger lineup as Hammonds was 0-6 from
three, Oglesby went 1-8 and Rivers 311. Mays and Booker only combined
for 10 points and 10 rebounds before
both fouling out.
Stitt demonstrated that his youth
and inexperience were not a problem
in his first ever postseason appearance.
The player of the game for Clemson,
he went 4-4 from three and scored a total of 14 points over the course of the
game.
Reynolds lived up to the hype
with his game high 21 points, going
4-5 from three. Clemson was also hurt
by freshman Corey Fisher who scored
17 points off the bench and hit 9 of 10
from the charity stripe to help ice the
Tigers down the stretch. The Wildcats
were as hot as the Tigers were cold in
the second half, shooting 65 percent
from the floor, including 4-4 from three
and 22-27 on free throws.
Seeing Villanova cruise into the
Sweet 16 with a win over Siena made
the loss hurt even worse as the Tiger
players, and fans imagined that 18point lead never disappearing. Clemson
is the third school that head coach
Oliver Purnell has taken to the NCAA
tournament, and Friday was another
lost opportunity to get his first win.
The terrific senior class of Cliff
Hammonds, James Mays and Sam
Perry are finished with their Clemson
basketball careers. Although it hurts to
go out like this, they should be proud of
setting school records for 12 ACC wins
and never losing consecutive ACC
games this season. They tied the senior
class record of 84 career victories, and
Clemson fans are highly appreciative
of their 4-0 record against the USC
Gamecocks.
Finally, going from three conference wins the year before they arrived
to finishing third in the ACC and playing in the tournament final are accomplishments that will not be soon forgotten.
As for the underclassmen, they
will be hitting the offseason workouts
hard and will be joined by another stellar freshman class for the 2008-2009
season. The experience of NCAA
tournament play and the awful feeling after Friday's loss will stick with
these younger Tigers. Motivated by the
way this season ended, Clemson basketball shouldn't have to wait another
ten years before returning to the Big
Dance, and next time, staying for more
than one song.

LONG TIME, NO SEE???
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COME SEE ONE OF OUR
CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS TODAY!
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Ani is best in ACC
Women defeat No. 9 Duke, Men go 1-1
HUNTER KNOWLES
STAFF WRITER

Ani Mijacika was named ACC
Player of the Week after her amazing performance this weekend. Mijacika recorded three wins over top
ten 10 opponents.
The native of Makarska, Croatia, native won her match 4-6, 75, 7-6 against the University of
North Carolina's Sanaz Marand.
Even with Mijacika's huge win, the
Lady Tigers could not take the victory against the Tar Heels and fell
4-3. After the disappointing loss on
Saturday in Chapel Hill, N.C., the
Lady Tigers traveled down the road
to Durham to take on Duke.
Clemson came away with a
huge upset win over the No. 9ranked Blue Devils. Mijacika added her second victory of the weekend with a win against Duke's Tara
Iyer. Ani added two more victories
over the weekend in two doubles
matches with teammate Carol
Salge. The pair defeated Melissa
Mang and Amanda Granson of

Duke and also downed Marand and
Sophie Grabinski from UNC. The
Lady Tigers next match will be on
Saturday as they play host to ACC
opponent Wake Forest.
The men's tennis team split
matches over the weekend with a
win over Virginia Tech and a loss
to No. 1- ranked Virginia. The win
over Virginia Tech was the first
ACC victory of the season for the
Tigers.
Ike Belk, Derek DiFazio and
Kevin Galloway all won their
singles matches while the Belk/DiFazio and the Alvarez/Fleck pairs
won their doubles matches.
On Sunday, Clemson took on
the top-rated Cavaliers from Virginia. Gera Boryachinskiy was the
only Tiger to claim victory with his
win over No. 5 Dominic Inglot.
The win by Boryachinskiy was
the first loss for Virginia in their
four previous matches.
Clemson's next match will be
a doubleheader on Friday against
Longwood and Wake Forest in
Winston Salem, N.C.
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DIAMOND from page Cl
for the Tigers since Josh Cribb's
mastery of the No. 22 College of
Charleston Cougars in a Clemson
Regional game in 2005. Stoneburner threw 118 pitches, allowing just
two hits and striking out seven. No
N.C. State player got past second
base in the game that only lasted an
hour and 58 minutes.
Clemson picked up their first
conference series win this season.
The 4-5 record in the ACC does
not do the Tigers' play justice. The
five losses have come by a mere
combined eight runs. In fact, 12 of
the Tigers' last 14 games have been
decided by three runs or less.
The Tigers end a 12-game
homestand this week and travel to
Maryland for a three-game series
over the weekend.

For Sale
Oakledge On Calhoun
Just 4 units remaining.
This 22 unit private and gated community has everything. Fabulous
clubhouse w/ heated pool, outdoor
fireplace, and more! Condos have
granite counter-tops, h/w floors,
Whirlpool appliances. Less than a
mile from campus. From $209K.
Call 639-1188

www.monaghan-co.com

3 FoKUhrsS:
All at the
Strom Thurmond
Institute,
7:00 - 8:30 pm

Tuesday
January 29
Secrets A Myths
Everything
You Always
Wanted
to Know
About Sexuality
and
Reproduction

Wednesday, April 2
Finding
Common Ground
on Birth Control
and
Reproductive Choice
A Religious
and
Ethical Perspective

Sponsored by
The Clemson
Women's Studies Program
Redfern Health Center
Planned Parenthood
of the Carolinas

(LOCATED IN GATEWAY PLAZA, BESIDE JITTERY |OE'S)

379 OLD GRCENVILLE HIGHWAY
CLEMSON. SC59631
864-654-2918
llTTr://CLUBSANYTIMt.COM/CLEMSONSC/
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"10,000 B.C." is a film for the ages
of Events

Special effects and costumes bring prehistoric romance to life.
GREG BLANTON
STAFF WRITER

WSBF presents the 'Gina
Jams concert, featuring
Forget Cassettes, Hannah
Miller and Allison Weiss.
8 p.m. in the back of the
Hendrix Center. Free.
"The Great Debaters"
screening in McKissick
Theatre. 9 p.m. Free.
FIRST Robotics Competition
Palmetto Regional.
Littlejohn Coliseum. 9:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday and
Saturday.
Oconee Community Theatre
presents "Bus Stop."
March 28-30, and April 4-6.
Evening shows are 8 p.m.
and Sunday matinees are at
2:30 p.m. $14 adults, $8 students/children. Group rates
available.

Jasmine Jubilee AQHA
Horse Show. T. Ed Garrison
Arena, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Also
March 31, from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Free to spectators.

The Fifth Annual Chinese
Film Festival. Strom
Thurmond Institute, Self
Auditorium. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

"10,000 B.C." looked like it was
jumping on the historical-based epic
film bandwagon - an easy way to
make a buck without delivering much
in return. "Gladiator" started it, then
"Alexander" and "Troy" followed, and
then "300" blew them all out of the
water. So, like any smart businessman
who senses the opportunity to ride
a wave while it lasts, "10,000 B.C."
could easily have been a trap to steal
people's money based on a genre tag
without actually having a decent film
to offer. But this is far from the case.
Admittedly, the plot for "10,000
B.C." is somewhat generic. Above
all, it is a love story; the woman who
a man loves is taken from him, so he
fights to save her. However, the film
takes place in the Middle East and
Northern Africa in the year 10,000
B.C., and the lovers, D'Leh (Steven
Strait), a young hunter, and the beautiful Evolet (Camilla Belle), have some
of the gnarliest dreads ever caught on
film. The setting of the movie in itself
is enough to fascinate anyone who has
an appreciation for or a basic knowledge of history.
There are four main areas in which
a historical action film must be competent in order for the movie to be
successful: acting, visual effects, wardrobe and landscape. In these four criteria, "10,000 B.C." succeeds brilliantly.
First and foremost, no film can be
respected without decent acting, and
action films are allowed slightly lower
levels than other genres. But the acting in "10,000 B.C." is brilliant.
The characters were true to their time,
convincing and portrayed a tangible
conviction. The performances of every
single actor and actress in the film are

Health and Nutrition Fair.
Hendrix Center Ballroom,
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Free.

Calhoun Lecture Series
Speaker William M.
Campbell. Speaks on "It's
Not Just Business." Brooks
Center from 7:30 p.m. to
8:30 p.m. Free.

THE
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Irish film "Once." Catherine
Smith Plaza; rain location is
Hendrix McKissick Theatre.
8:30 p.m. Popcorn and
drinks provided, admission
free.
"Finding Common Ground
on Birth Control: A Religious
and Ethical Perspective,"
presented by the Women's
Studies forum "Sex in
the 21st Century." Strom
Thurmond Institute, 7 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m. Free.

Professional violinist Stefan
Milenkovich at The Brooks
Center. Show at 8 p.m.

Have an event you want
to see featured on the
calendar? E-mail
timeout@thetigernews.

to be appreciated - there was not a
single weak link in the film, a respectable feat for any film genre.
Secondly, the effects are stunning,
although at times a bit too fake. Except
for some obviously computer-generated explosions and animals, all effects
are exceptional and used very well.
There is little in the way of overthe-top excessive effects that detract
from some films - instead, they were
used in "10,000 B.C." tastefully and
effectively.
Thirdly, the wardrobes in the film
are unbelievable. In the film there
are several different cultures and peo-

I have a lot of conversations with
myself; some attribute this to selfobsession, but I'm going to blame it
on an intense amount of creativity.
Either way, I always imagine friends
coming up to me and giving the typical
friendly kind word about my column.
My imaginary conversations always
end with my friends giving me a bit
of criticism: "You seem to love writing about rock, but you never write a
damned word about country music."
Well, my dear imaginary friends,
I'm here to answer your call. I've
been meaning to write a diary, and this
seemed like the perfect excuse to do it
So I set my DVR to record a solid hour
of Country Music Television and sat
down to enjoy. Thankfully, CMT did a
good job of mixing what's good about
country music, what's bad and everything in between.

0:00 - CMT starts out this block
with a little Keith Urban, so luckily
I'm not too lost. This song, the ballad
"Everybody" is a little bit slower than
I'm used to hearing from him, but I
suppose all I have to reference is his
old hit "Where the Blacktop Ends."
The chorus just kicked in: "Everybody
needs somebody sometimes." Isn't
that the chorus to a Disney song? I'll
refrain from commenting for the rest
of the song.
0:09 - After a ridiculously early
commercial break, Emerson Drive's
"You Still Own Me" comes on. For
some reason I always get this band
confused with Rascal Flatts and
Diamond Rio. The first few crowd
shots have showed pre-teen girls, a
mid-20s couple and an older married
pair. This band desperately wants you
to know how accessible they are. I'm
not sold. This band seems so watered
down they don't seem to be having
any fun.
0:14 - Blake Shelton's 2002 song
"Ol' Red" came on. Hey, I know this
one! If I squint, Shelton starts to look
like Eddie Vedder. I suppose I can

ples, and each one has a stunning and
stimulating wardrobe. Like the special
effects, the wardrobes are not over
done - although they are elaborate,
they are not excessively so, and the
effective execution of this aspect adds
greatly to the film.
Lastly, the film often seems like
a cross between "300" and a National
Geographic journey through the
Earth's wonders- in a word, the scenery in "10,000 B.C." is breathtaking.
The film takes you through monstrous
snow-topped mountain ranges, deep
jungles and vast deserts. Additionally,
these are not obviously green-screened

landscaped like in "300" - they are real
and take the audience in mind and body
to these gorgeous mountains, treacherous jungles and deadly deserts.
The only flaw in the movie is that
Camilla Belle, who plays Evolet, is
strikingly similar to Lindsay Lohan.
Other than this, "10,000 B.C." is of
a rare breed of film that one can see
100 times and never tire of it. "10,000
B.C." is awesome from beginning to
end and demands your viewership - no
one should go a minute longer without
experiencing the breathtaking cinematic adventure that is "10,000 B.C."

get past that. I'll give the song extra
credit for encouraging doggie love.
Somewhere, Bob Barker just got a
chill up his spine.
0:21 - The "Stealing Cinderella"
song I always hear on the radio is
on now. I have to come clean here. I
am a sucker for sappy country songs
that tell a story through the verses so
strongly that the chorus' words don't
change, but its meaning does. "Red
Rag Top" and that song about not
taking the girl come to mind as strong
examples.
0:25 - Almost on cue, Tim
McGraw pops on with his hit "Real
Good Man." My freshman roommate
used to play this CD all of the time,
and because his other favorite bands
were Hoobastank and Three Doors
Down, I grew to appreciate Mr. Faith
Hill by process of elimination. This
guy has managed to look exactly the
same for the past 10 years of his
career. I think around age 28, I'm
going to go country and start wearing a cowboy hat. Still, this guy has
managed to write some of my favorite
country songs. Unfortunately, they're
few and far between when they're
spread over four or five albums.
0:35 - Ashton Shepherd is currently reminding me that I have yet to
see a video by Carrie Underwood or
Taylor Swift so far. I think the country
music gods have been angered by my
neglect to the genre. She plays the guitar, though, so we can forgive her for
not being your typical blonde countrypop bombshell. What we can't forgive
her for is the song "Takin' Off This *
Pain."
0:38 -Ah, Toby Keith, I can enjoy
your music only when I separate it

from your persona, so I'm currently
smiling because "How Do You Like
Me Now" just came up. "I couldn't
make you love me/But I always
dreamed about living in your radio"
is such an amazingly bitter line. How
can you not get pumped up for the
guy? Plus, I never noticed the cheerleaders in the video doing a "suck it"
cheer to the female antagonists of the
song. Nice touch, Toby.
0:45 - How did I not know that
Garth Brooks and Huey Lewis did a
song together? Oh, maybe it's because
the video is a complete pandering
and insult to the intelligence of the
working class of the South. NASCAR
must have paid these two to film this
commercial.
0:48 - Kenny Chesney's "Don't
Blink" comes on, so I'm focusing on
fighting back the teary eyes. It's a great
message, but the chorus kills me every
time. I would love to see the numbers
on high school sweethearts getting
married versus geographic location. I
would almost guarantee you that it's
more likely to happen in the South and
that you could contribute this to life
imitating art. Country music praises
and idealizes the family life. If you
grew up south of the Mason-Dixon,
why wouldn't you think you'd marry
your senior prom date? It would come
up every time you turn on the radio.
Somebody needs to research how
people's lives turned out compared to
what music they listened to when they
were growing up. How has nobody
else found this subject fascinating
enough to study?
0:56 - The last song of the diary
see RIHCMC page D5*
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diabetes shot for your significant
other, or say that you are a nurse
and you have to redress one of
their wounds.
Once you are in, position
becomes key. With very little space to
maneuver, you have to be happy with
seated or standing sexual positions.
The man can sit on the toilet seat
while the girl sits on him in reverse
cowgirl position, or if there is
a little space on either side of
the toilet, she can stand with
one foot on each side and squat
down on the guy. If the girl
gets tired (or the guy's legs fall
asleep), the girl can stand up facing the
back of the toilet, put her hands on the
wall, and let the guy try some rear
entry. In some airplane bathrooms,
the sink juts out far enough for the
woman to sit on and the guy to enter
by standing in front of her.
If there is absolutely no way to get
both of you in the bathroom, grab two
of the free blankets and use your hands
and fingers high-school style to get
your partner off (to ensure cleanliness,
you can have your man ejaculate in the
bag that the blanket was wrapped in).
As long as you are quiet and discreet
and most of your loving takes place
when the sun is not out, you too can
join one of the most respected and
desired clubs in America.

PROWL
by ORSON SWELLES
Due to my future after graduation
this spring, I have been flying way
more than usual so far this year. It's
now a week after spring break, and I'm
sure many of you can share in my sentiment that air travel is quite the obnoxious undertaking. Without slipping into
any Seinfeldisms about airplane food
(which doesn't even really exist anymore for continental flights), let me
just say that for all the time you spend
in airports and in the "friendly" skies,
you should really have something to
look forward to when flying.
Often discussed and rarely practiced is the nefarious Mile High Club.
The membership guidelines are simple: have sex on an airplane and you're
in. Only a handful of clubs around
the country are that easy to join (one
involves an '80s jacket and another
involves a three-meat sandwich).
On further inspection though, the
Mile High Club is more exclusive than
it appears. For us common folk who
can't afford private jets, our primary
fornication location is in the airplane
bathroom. If you have never flown or

have never attempted to
empty your bowels in
the sky, let me assure
you that space was not
a primary concern for
aeronautical engineers
designing in-flight toilets.
When something makes
a port-a-potty feel as
large as a handicap stall
at a four-star restaurant,
you know that sexual relations are going to be
tricky.
The first hurdle to
get past is getting two people into one
stall. Obviously people will be curious
as to the necessity of dual toilet usage,
and in many cases the flight attendants
will attempt to lecture you about airplane safety. If you are on a long flight
traveling eastward where much of the
flight is in the dark, you can easily
sneak back there and not have to worry
about people seeing you enter or exit
For other flights, you need a clever
excuse prepared. If someone asks, tell
them that you have to administer the

^JFtNE LINGERIE

We have a full line of
intimate apparel, bath and
body, jewelry, sleepwear,
and more.
Items from Betsey Johnson,
Hanky Panky, Juicy
Couture, MOR Cosmetics,
and Spanx, just to name a
few!
Bra fit specialists on staff
everyday - sizes A-J!

FINE LINGERIE

wefa
h085X>ld Clemson • Hwy. Seneca, SC 29672
864-654-1044-

ASHLEY CRISP
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This film starring
Kate
Bosworth,
"21"
Kevin Spacey and
March 28
Laurence Fishburn
is based on a true
story of six MIT students taking over Vegas casinos. Student Ben Campbell (Jim Sturgess), upon
receiving his acceptance letter to his dream school,
realizes the price of school is the only thing holding him back. A math professor (Spacey) offers
him and others a way to pay — counting cards.
However, the seductive lifestyle of Vegas leaves
the team in danger of being discovered. It may not
be a blockbuster and the book is inevitably better,
but Kate Boswoth is worth checking out.

Demi Moore plays
an executive at a
diamond company
"Flawless"
in London around
March 28
the 1960s. Upon
finding out a man
has been promoted to a position she was in
line for, she walks through life bewildered.
Hobbs (Michael Caine) is the company's janitor
who has picked up more than a basic knowledge of the diamond business. He picks up
on the frustration of the executive and plans to
benefit from it. Together the two plot a diamond
heist along the lines of "Ocean's Twelve." While
an unlikely pair, Moore and Caine might bring
something to the plate. Or maybe not.
The title says it all.
Working as a jingle
'The Good Night"
writer, Gary (Martin
April 1
Freeman) finds his
career at a standstill
(or worse) and his love life completely inert. On top
of that, his best friend (Simon Pegg) seems to be
successful at everything he attempts. Depressed
doesnt even to begin to describe how Gary feels,
that is until he meets the woman of his dreams (of
course played by Penelope Cruz). Like any good
romance story has, a catch ensues. Gary finds the
only time he can actually spend with this woman
is in his dreams, hence the title. Will Gary find true
love? TimeOut bets that since this is a chick flick,
the answer is yes.
Despite its two stars,
Josh Hartnett and
Samuel L. Jackson,
very little hype surrounds "Resurrecting the Champ." Hartnett plays
a sports journalist in Denver, Colo, who can't
seem to step out from the shadow created by his
famous father, also a sports journalist. Jackson
plays a once up-and-coming boxer who didn't
quite find the fame he sought and ended up on
the streets. The two meet by chance one day
when a gang attacks the ex-boxer. In the end,
the journalist attempts to turn his career around
on the legend of a once notable boxer.
"Resurrecting the
Champ"
April 1

SHOPPING 101...

TODAY'S FASHION AT DISCOUNT PRICES
LESSON 1: RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL 10% OFF WITH YOUR STUDENT ID

PUMA
MUDD

ADIDAS
I

COLUMBIA

STEVE MADDEN
|

SPERRY

|

|

GUESS

SKECHERS
|

|

ROCKET DOG

NINE WEST

OFF BROADWAY
SHOE
www.offbroadwayshoes.com
Gr.envin. The Shops at Greenridge a« 1*85 & Woodruff Rd. 864.288.0757

|

BEARPAW

Chances are you
have heard of the
"Canta Conmigo"
Blue Man Group,
Blue Man Group
and that is the
March 11
extent of your
knowledge of the
subject. The group
is made up of three mute performers who
slather on blue grease paint and bald caps to
bring the name to life on stage. A typical performance includes rock music, strange objects
and an awed audience. "Canta Conmingo"
is a re-release of past songs, but incorporating Portuguese and Spanish into the lyrics.
Strange? Yes, but what else would you expect
from a bunch of blue guys?
American
rock
band,
R.E.M.
invented the term
"alternative rock."
Fourteen albums
later, they only grasp that title tighter. One
released single, "Supernatural Superserious,"
hit No. 22 on the Billboard rock charts. Other
tracks like "Man-Sized Wreath" and "I'm Gonna
DJ" make one wonder what other surprises are
in store for listeners. However, the fact that the
album was recorded in nine weeks (less time
than any other album by R.E.M.) raises the
question, is it worth the buy?
"Accelerate"
R.E.M.
April 1
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THE ADVENTURES OF CHARLIE AND SAM
\
Charlie and Sam. you
have been chosen...

,God?

\
I am the highest of the Your sacred task is to
high, the Lord ofAll... defeat the Empire on
that computer game!
It must
But we did that last
be God."
N

1

week! /^?S

But now it must
be done on
VERY HARD!
Oh, nutballjs!
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ABSOLUTE HELL
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R.A. Westwood
is unrequited boy-lovesstoryline is better suited
for thursday night tv.
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ok...wanna put yeuda's
stapler in jell-o?

EASY LIKE SUNDAY MORNING

G. Spot Clitzgerald
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SO NICE TO MEET
fl FELLOW COMIC
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Nah man, gave
it up for Lent.

4

10

11

12

J. Torrecita & J. Chaboncito
What?! That's lame!

Want some
chocolate, dude?

8

Hey dude, Jesus died
for our sins. What
did YOU give up???

Something very
iTo a chocolate
important. . .
bunny no less!
my virginity.
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Taco Soup in Bread Bowls

THE
ASTRO

by Kelly Croughwell
Makes 2 Large Servings
Soup Instructions
Vz lb. lean ground beef
1.1 oz. packet Hidden Valley Fiesta
Ranch Dips Mix
Vi cup chicken broth
Vt cup water
VA cup Taco Seasonings Mix (found in
Mexican aisle)
1 8 VA OZ. can whole kernel com (1
cup), drained
1 15oz. can black beans (rinsed and
drained)
1 1414 oz. can diced tomatoes with
garlic and onion
1 cup white cheddar cheese (grated)

Playing March 7 through March 13:
M

1:00,3:00,5:10,7:15,9:10

Meet the Spartans

1:15, 3:15, 5:20, 7:30, 9:30

Definitely/Maybe

M

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Vantage Point

"
M

The stars say this is not a good time
to move to Tibet and find yourself.
North Korea might be a better choice.

1:30,400,7:00,9:20

All seats are always $2.
Matinees only play on Saturday and Sunday.

- JJ. A X11111111111111111
r

Sc»l utions from D3

Pisces (Feb. 19-March20)
Your persistent and terrifying cough
perplexes everyone around you. It
might be SARS—but more likely
cancer of the larynx. Maybe you
should start smoking for validation.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Congrats on your self-hatred. You
are exactly what the world needs—
another emo kid. Ifs okay, though;
your feelings are justified. Everyone
knows your parents never loved you.

CROSSV 3RD

Toppings (if desired)
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Sour cream
Grated white cheddar cheese
Crushed up salty tortilla chips
Bread Bowls

Brown beef in large pot over medium
heat; drain over paper towels. Return
to pot and add one tablespoon of the
ranch dips mix and all remaining soup
ingredients. Bring pot to a boil; cover and
turn heat to low, or simmer, for one hour.
Bread Bowl Directions
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Open can
and divide dough into two equal parts.
Roll each part into round balls. Spray
lightly and evenly with non-stick spray.
Roll balls around on a plate lined with
remaining ranch dips mix, coating evenly.
Sprinkle about V* cup cheese over each.
Place on baking sheet for 25 minutes, or
until golden brown. Cool 15 minutes; then
cut small portion off the top. Push down
center of bread bowls and fill with soup.
Add toppings. Serve.

1 8 oz can Pillsbury Crescent Rounds
(found in refrigerated section)
Vi cup white cheddar cheese (grated)
Remaining dips mix (after 1 tablespoon
added to soup)
Non-stick spray (such as Pam)

Ta\miS (April 20-May 20)
Taking laziness to a new level seems
to be your forte. Some day you're
going to have to finish your work and
actually get a job to pay all those bills.
That day doesn't seem to be today.
Prepare for eviction.
Gem\n\ (May 21-June 21)
Though pyromania is a diagnosable
condition, your refusal to get help
makes you a danger to family and
friends. Expect a restraining order.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Ever been attacked by a baloney
sandwich? They'll throw you to the
ground and hold you there every time
you send a text pleading with your
friends to save you. Or so I'm told.
Don't believe me if you don't want to.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Don't forget to smile. Let's get
together before we get much older.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You're the cream of the crop, and this
week will be the same for you. Don't
forget to shave and/or wax, though.
Libra (Sepf.23-Ocf.22j
Neptune is equidistant from Pluto and
Uranus this week, which suggests
pain for certain parts of you. Make
sure you wear durable shoes, and
avoid the Botanical Gardens.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Clemson in the Sweet 16? Don't bet
one it. However, do bet on Oglesby
making every free throw ever. Just
don't for anyone else on the team.

www.elemson.eilu/soliilgreeii

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Shower wearing sandals, or you'll get
MRSA. Wear a condom, or you'll get
herpes. Wear pants, or the bigoted
folk in your dynamics lecture will prove
Newton's second law, with alarming
amounts of bodily harm the result.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Just because you support Obama
doesn't mean you're automatically
intelligent, although the inverse could
be argued true. Stop lording it over
everyone who's still uncertain.
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RINGING from page Dl
and the gods of country music decide
to throw me a bone in the form of
Kellie Pickler. She's walking through
a hallway, presumably towards a
dressing room, but it looks like she
has to walk at the pace of the song:
dreadfully slow. The suspense is kill-

ing me. And she's...taking the stage.
After just a fast minute of research, "I
Wonder" appears to be an amazingly
honest song about leaving home to
follow dreams and setting out to prove
something.
It's a song that Pickler herself had
a hand in writing. Suddenly, this song

is the exception that proves the rule.
Nashville is so packed with acts that
have been touched up and pre-packaged, that actual, legitimate artists
are lost in the mix. It's about time we
started filtering out the sand to find the
gold. And that is a conversation I'm
sick of having with myself.

THE TOP

WAYS TO GET THROUGH
THE SEMESTER

BY ANNE SWIFT

Frolic in the sunshine. Although the upcoming beautiful
weather (75 degrees on Saturday! I kid you not!) could
potentially lead to intense cravings to skip class, it's also
true that the sunshine increases the serotonin in your brain,
thus making you happier. A happy student is a successful
student, so soak up those rays as frequently as possible.

Get a jump on your fall with a couple
of summer courses!
Take advantage of GPC's affordable
tuition, flexible schedules, accessible
locations, small classes, online options
and award-winning instructors.

Listen to some sweet tunes. When school gets to be too
much, it's always helpful to turn to the relaxing sounds of
some delicious music. Be it rap, jazz, pop or rock, music
can soothe the soul in an uncanny way. No matter how
many tests your professors attempt to cram in the next
five weeks, it's nothing the music can't conquer.

Apply for summer classes by April I.
Ensure that your financial aid precedes
you - and your GPC credits easily
transfer back - by arranging for a
Transient Student Letter from your
academic advisor to our Office of
Admission, PO Box 89000, Atlanta,
GA 30356.

Organize, Organize, Organize. The last month of school
is always hectic, but a little organization can go a long way.
Instead of allowing school to prevail over you, show it who
is boss by diligently recording due dates in your planner,
on a post-it, or even your hand. Whatever your method,
pursue it intently over the next five weeks.
Give yourself a break. With the hustle and bustle of our
final month upon us, it's always a good idea to simply slow
it down. Papers will be written, tests will be studied for and
homework will be completed. Stressing out won't do any
good, so remember to take the time to relax and enjoy the
absolute splendor of Clemson in the springtime.

The eight-week summer session
starts May 27, the six-week summer
session starts June 16, and there's
always the option to take a class
online. Check out our expanded
course schedule in Alpharetta, and
register at gpc.edu/transientschool

HJIGeorgia

Perimeter
College

Two Years That Will Change Your Life

2& 2008

Consult the help of your friends. When the sunshine
doesn't make you happy or your music doesn't seem as
tasty as the day before, there's always your friends to help
you make it through. Be it downtown for ice cream, a scenic
walk in the Botanical Gardens or just a friendly conversation over dinner, the warm and fuzzy feelings of friendship
can defy schoolwork in the most unprecedented manner.
You won't be disappointed. If you are, get new friends.

btart

For Sale

For Sale

The Enclave On Sloan

The Courtyard On Sloan

Downtown Clemson. This 2 BR / 2
Bath condo is located right downtown. Private and gated, this unit has
custom features usually found in custom homes: Granite counter-tops,
hard wood floors, stainless appliances, and more. Asking S259K.
Call 639-1188

2 and 3 Bedroom condos available.
Private and gated, these units have
granite counter-tops, Brazilian cherry
h/w floors, KitchenAid appliances,
and heated pool w/ cabana, with all
the conveniences of Downtown
living. From$275K. Call 639-1188

www.monaghan-co.com

www.monaghan-co.com

Clemson's NEW Home for Sunglasses, Sandals,
Stickers, Candles, Bennie Hats & Much More!!!!
Ask About the Clemson Students Discount (Must present College ID)
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"Come See Our Sandals and Shades Today!"
518 College Ave, Ste 130 (Victoria Square)
M-F 11 am-7pm, Sat 11 am-7pm
864.643.0190
david@palmettoshades.com

Right Across From the Post Office!
*Free Wireless Internet Hotspot!!
*Free Sunglasses Cleaning and Adjustment

THE STRENGTH TO HEAL
if

|

*

**Take 25% Off Birkenstock's** Limited Time Offer
Just in is the new line of Suncloud Polarized Optics. These are fashion forward Polarized
sunglasses for under $50 with a Lifetime Warranty! Also for the ladies we just got in
D&G by Dolce & Gabbana and Vogue eyewear. These are trend setting sunglasses that
are sure to have you looking stylish before Spring Break!!!
—■—i

■■

—i——

The pride you'll feel in being a doctor increases dramatically when you care for our Soldiers
and their Families. Courage is contagious. Our Health Professions Scholarship Program
(HPSP) helps you reach your goal by providing full tuition,
money towards books and lab fees, a $20,000 sign-on bonus,
plus a monthly stipend of more than $1,600 (more than $1,900
as of July 2008).
To learn more about the U.S. Army Health Care Team,
call 888-568-7571, or visit healthcare.goarmy.com/info/mchpsp1.
©2007. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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Katie is from the suburbs of
Washington, D.C., and a transfer
student with one year left at Clemson
University. Amanda is from the
suburbs of Atlanta and a senior
in her final semester at Clemson
University.

The Pre-game
Katie: With warm weather just
around the comer and a million tests
and projects to study for, coffee and
ice cream sounded heavenly. Spill the
Beans offers both, in many different
combinations in a convenient downtown location. Now the biggest problem is deciding what to order.
Amanda: As the season of spring
approaches, the idea of an ice cream
break sounds delicious. Remember, it's
never too cold for ice cream! Especially
when you need a study break from
tests and papers. Katie and I definitely
needed a break and decided on going
out for some ice cream to satisfy our
sweet tooth and coffee to keep us going
the rest of the night.

The Scene
Katie: Spill the Beans is huge and
busy. With three big rooms filled with
couches and chairs, this would be a
great place to hold an impromptu meeting or get together. Scattered around
the place were friends hanging out,
students typing on their laptops and
studying, and some people jamming
out on guitars.
Amanda: Located behind the
Downtown Student Bookstore, Spill
the Beans is a quiet place hidden from
the chaotic campus life. The trendy
coffee and ice cream shop has three sitting rooms with couches, recliners and
tables. The warm, relaxing environment
allows students to socialize or use as an
alternative study room.
A Look at the Menu
Katie: There were a variety of
coffees and lattes with many flavor
shots options (Pineapple, Jamaican
Rum, Amaretto, etc). Ice cream / frozen yogurt is pretty unique here. You
pick out or ice cream / frozen yogurt
flavor and then pick out your mix-ins.
The mix-ins range from fruit, nuts and
candy to liqueurs. They put the mix-ins
and ice cream in a big machine that
mixes them perfectly together. They
even offer a "Frosty Paw" treat for dogs
(my dog loved it of course).
Amanda: Although the name of the
shop is about coffee, it's the blended ice
cream that everyone orders. With more
than 20 toppings to choose from, you
can create many combinations in chocolate or vanilla ice cream. Even your
dog can enjoy ice cream too by ordering a "Frosty Paw"! Their coffee menu
includes favorites such as espressos,
lattes, mochas and cappuccinos. The
menu also goes beyond the traditional
selection with a variety of blended ice
coffee and more than ten flavors to add
to a plain "cup of joe."

needed caffeine kick to get back into
study mode. Surprisingly, coffee and
ice cream is not a bad combination
either!
Impressions
Katie: Spill the Beans is a great
place to get some ice cream and coffee.
It is a great college atmosphere, and a
real treat to have in Clemson. Grab a
Spill the Beans t-shirt with a tiger paw
on it while you are there. Go get some
ice cream; you'll thank us for it.
Amanda: I have to admit, the coffee was good but the ice cream was
amazing. I'll definitely be coming back
to Spill the Beans for my ice cream
cravings. With toppings like chocolate
chips, white chocolate, pecans, almonds,
marshmallows, coconut, almonds, peanut butter cups, Butterfingers, Kahlua,
Irish Cream, Amaretto, M&M's, sprinkles and others, selecting my mix will
always be a difficult task, but worth it.
I scream, you scream, we all scream for
Spill the Beans!
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eet the New
Pride of Clemson
2008 Nissan

TITAN

2008 Nissan

SENTRA

2008 Nissan

ALTIMA

Whether you're choosing a major or choosing a car, it's
always important to make an investment you can be
proud of for years to come. As the largest Nissan
dealer in Upstate, Crown Nissan of Greenville is
committed to giving you the best deal possible on the
new or used vehicle of your choice, along with a unique
customer experience that no other dealer can provide.
We take pride in the way we sell cars, so you can take
pride in the way you drive. See Adam, Jeff or Brent at
Crown Nissan of Greenville today - The Dealership
That's Different.

2009 Nissan

MURANO

2008 Nissan

XTERRA

COME JOIN THE
CROWN NISSAN OF
GREENVILLE TEAM

The Taste Test
Katie: I could not decide between
coffee and ice cream, so I got both. I
ordered a plain latte and a vanilla frozen yogurt mixed with cake mix and
Kahlua. The latte was really smooth and
delicious; it didn't need any additional.
My frozen yogurt concoction was delicious! The cake mix and Kahlua mixture tasted very rich, and I am sure 1
will be back for more!
Amanda: There were so many ice
cream combinations I wanted to try!
This is not the best place for two indecisive people, like us. I finally decided
on strawberry and cheesecake to add
in vanilla frozen yogurt. Delicious! I
also ordered a cappuccino for a much
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QUEST

www.crowngreenvillenissan.com
2712 Laurens Road, Greenville
864-254-7700
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Tune into 88.1 FM on a
Monday evening, and you
may just hear something
out of the ordinary. From
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on
Mondays you can enjoy the
sounds of Allan Babcock
and Adam Thompson's
"Ellipses" Specialty Show,
a radio program featuring
instrumental music. Allan
Babcock is working on
his bachelor of fine arts
in studio art, focusing on
photography, and Adam
Thompson is majoring in
electrical engineering.

Life
just got
easier!!

864.
225.
73(
Call or stop by for more information.

BMIWG JEW THIS FJLYEH

AT: I've always been
interested in independent
music. When my older
sister went to Clemson, she
was involved in Semantics,
so she interacted with a
lot of the kids at WSBF
She thought it would be
something that would
interest me.
AB: The free pizza didn't
hurt.

NB: What is your best
moment as a WSBF DJ?
AT: The Belle & Sebastian
rotating specialty show I did
with Zach Farrow.
AB: Probably the show
we just did—I guess for me
every radio show is my best
moment.

Nichole Bennett: Describe
your specialty show.
Adam Thompson: Pretty
much, we play music without
words.
Allan Babcock: Broadly,
we examine various types
of instrumental music. Our
show focuses mainly on
post-rock and minimalism.

NB: If you were in a band,
what type would it be?
AT: Slowcore-because
quiet is the new loud.
AB: A noisy post-rock band.

NB: How long have you
worked at the radio station?
AT: Three years.
AB: Two years.
NB: What first attracted you
to the radio station?

NB: You're stranded on a
desert island, and you get to
bring five albums. What are
they?
AT: Elliot Smith's "Figure 8,"
Philip Glass' "Mishima," The

2$, 2008

Radio Dept.'s "Pet Grief,"
Low's "Things We Lost in
the Fire" and Mogwai's
"Happy Songs for Happy
People."
AB: Apples in Stereo's
"New Magnetic Wonder,"
Philip Glass's "Glassworks,"
Brian Eno's "Ambient 4: On
Land," Sigur Ros's "Takk"
and a crappy trance mix.
NB: What is the most
embarrassing CD in your
collection?
AT: "ABBA'S Greatest Hits."
AB: An Enya CD.
Check out Allan and Adam's
radio show every Monday
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at 88.1
on your FM dial, or stream
it on the Web at www.wsbf.
net.

WSBF FM Clemson • 88.1 • www.WSBF.net • Request Line: 656-9723

Love

I
I
I
I

• Fully furnished
• FREE Water, Cable, & High Speed Internet
• 2 Resort Style Pools
• Entertainment Room w/ Surround Sound
• Internet Cafe
• Computer Lab w/Copier/Printer
• 24-Hr, Courtsey Officer
• Monthly Soda! Functions
• Same Day Maintenance
• Friendly On-site Office Staff
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Super Taco - Chris "Burrito McGee"Jaynes
Don't let the fact that every other store in the shopping center is closed
deter you. Super Taco is the best Mexican food you can get in
Clemson, though it would be nice if they had more sitting space.
I got the cheese quesadilla with a basket of chips and their freshly
made pico de gallo. Cheap, good and the portions are always muy
grande. The only drawback is you have to pay for chips, and should
be considered a crime! (The only reason I gave it an 8.)

Bilinski
Taylor Stone -

Pancho's - Brandon "Taco Bandit'
If you crave Tex-Mex style (or would like to get Mexican food on a Sunday), there is good reason to
drive all the way out to Central for Pancho's. The food tastes better, cheesier and less greasy than
the other three restaurants, and the free standard salsa is the best out of all four restaurants. The
service is good, the restaurant roomy and the sweet tea is delicious. My only knock is that the
food selection is the same as Fiesta Grill and Monterrey's.

Jaynes - ^>«e»£5»^^^^
Taylor - ^^G^^^
Stone

Fiesta Grille - Cam "Jumping Bean" Taylor
Fiesta Grille took me completely by surprise. Like most "Mexican" restaurants, the food is
Americanized to the point where it really only resembles Mexican food in that it involves tortillas and salsa, but it was delicious none the less. The vegetarian combo I ordered included a
simple bean burrito, a cheese enchilada and a "tostada" that was basically a flat crunchy taco.
Simple and boring, it was saved by their fiery salsa verde, which kicked up the heat. Washed down
with a cheap pitcher of Dos Equis, it was overall a satisfying lunch. When the actual meal came, it
was exactly on par with a standard Mexican restaurant in terms of size, everything you've come to
expect when ordering any combination plate, but there was something lacking overall that I can't
quite put my finger on. Going out to eat with friends is fun, but not when the wasted sorority
crew next to you keeps yelling and singing along to the music in broken Spanish. Thankfully,
at Fiesta Grille you can score one of their many round booths and have a more low-key meal
with your dining companions.

Jaynes - /^^
Bilinski -<^^»^
Stone -

nterrey's - Caroline "Thirsty Thursday" Stone
Monterrey's is the Tiger Town Tavern of Mexican restaurants. Its strongest quality is rumored to be its atmosphere,
which with utility carpet, silk plants and flat screens on Fox News, might not be saying much.
Monterrey's caters to a college crowd and has generally been a popular hang out. You probably
won't run into that many families or children if you're there on a Thursday night. On the other
hand, why not wait until after dinner to catch up with your friends who prefer Monterrey's and pick
a better place to eat? Monterrey's served up pretty hefty portions, not to mention the complimentary
chips and salsa, but the food was, well, edible. I ordered the lunch-only fajitas, and while the veggies
were fresh rather than frozen, the shredded lettuce, processed table salsa, watery guacamole and lukewarm tortillas seemed to have arrived in Clemson pre-packaged. If you're feeling adventurous and like it
hot, ask your server to bring some homemade salsa roja. It has quite a kick. In this contest, Monterrey's
was out of its league. It's a sort of a Tex, not Tex-Mex restaurant, and, it seems, many of Monterrey's
customers are pleased enough to have it that way.

Jaynes - ^»<£5»^^»^»
Bilinski
Taylor -
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with the purchase of a large beverage during operating hours
(must present coupon)
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This coupon valid for

Clip this coupon
and redeem at

HIUID D L E
HOUSE

0n€ f R€€ BRCAKfAST
one egg, grits, and toast
with the purchase of a large beverage during operating hours
(must present coupon)

Credit Cards accepted

Valid only at Clemson Huddle House
Expires 5/31/08
:oupon not valid with any other offer. Tax and other sides extra.

REA TRANSIT
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CENTRAL
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Now hiring
CAT Bus Drivers**

Free CDL Training
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